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Chapter 1

Introduction

This report considers the numerical efficiency of part of a model for three-dimensional ocean circu-
lation problems, which was developed by the oceanography group of Utrecht University. The main
objective of oceanography research is to predict and explain climate change. The recent change in
climate, global warming, is mainly accounted to the increased concentration of CO2 gases in the
atmosphere, which are caused by human emissions. In order to lay a direct link between global
warming and the increased CO2 concentration, natural causes must also be examined. The climate
system consists of the atmosphere, the hydrosphere (oceans) and the cryosphere (permanent ice).
So natural variations in the state of these three elements are examined.

The state of the ocean can change significantly due to perturbations in the external forcings
of the climate system. Examples of these forcings are the radiation received from the sun, wind
stress and fresh water fluxes. The atmosphere responds relatively fast to perturbations. However
the response times in the hydrosphere differ greatly. Oceans contain two basic circulation systems.
The first is the wind-driven surface circulation. The second is the density-driven circulation, or
thermohaline circulation, which is mainly controlled by differences in temperature and salt con-
tent. The wind-driven circulation responds faster to perturbations in the external forcings than
the thermohaline circulation. Therefore response times in oceans can vary from several months
to thousands of years, so the oceans play a major role in climate change occurring on longer time
scales.

The current research is focussed on the thermohaline circulation, the model that is used is described
in [1]. The model describes the ocean circulations by a time-dependent coupled system of partial
differential equations: three momentum equations, a continuity equation and equations for heat
and salt transport. The state variables are the velocities in three dimensions (u, v, w), pressure p,
temperature T and salinity S. To study the behaviour of the flow patterns, u(t) = (u, v, w,p, T, 5),
steady states of the system are computed. Steady states are states where the system is at rest, they
are defined by solutions = 0. This condition leads to solving a nonlinear system of equations.
Once a steady state has been computed, its stability can be determined by solving an eigenvalue
problem.

The response of the ocean circulation to perturbations in the external forcings is now examined
by a dynamical systems theory approach. This is done by varying the ocean model parameters,
which leads to qualitative changes to the state of the system, and monitoring the steady states
of the system. This dependence of the steady states on the model parameters is studied using
a continuation code that is part of the ocean model. The continuation code eventually leads to
solving large systems of linear equations. This is done using the MRILU solver, a linear systems
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solver for unstructured grids that was developed by the numerical mathematics group of Groningen
University. This solver makes results for sufficiently high spatial resolution possible. The MRILU
solver consists of an incomplete LU factorization as preconditioner, combined with an iterative
solver. The continuation code is described in more detail in chapter 2, and the MRILU solver is
described shortly in chapter 3.

The objective of this report is to improve the continuation code. First the cost is reduced of
the method for solving the nonlinear system of equations in the continuation code. This is done in
two ways: (i) by tuning the accuracy with which the solution is computed, (ii) by implementing
a simple, cheaper method for solving the nonlinear system. Finally part of the continuation code
is implemented in parallel on the TERAS, the new Dutch national supercomputer. The aim is to
obtain a speedup by parallelizing the most expensive components of the MRILU solver: matrix
multiplications.

2
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Chapter 2

The continuation code

2.1 Discretization of ocean model
The ocean model equations are discretisized in space using a second order accurate control volume
discretization method on a staggered three-dimensional (N x M x L)-size Arakawa C-grid. Here
N is the number of grid lines in zonal direction, M is the number of grid lines in meridional
direction and L is the number of grid lines in vertical direction. The semi-discretized equations
can be written in the following form

Bj = 1(u), (2.1)

where B is a (singular) matrix. The vector u contains the unknowns (u, v, w,p, T, S) at each grid
point and hence has dimension d = 6 x N x M x L. 1(u) is a d-dimensional nonlinear vector
function.

2.2 Numerical continuation of steady states
Steady states satisfy = 0, and thus lead to the nonlinear system of equations

f(u)=0.

The dynamical systems approach consists of computing a steady state as one of the parameters of
system (2.1), say i is varied. In order to compute a steady state the following nonlinear system
must be solved

f(u,z) = 0. (2.2)

This system of d equations in d + 1 unknowns defines a one-dimensional curve in lRd+l. This
is a branch of steady states that gives the dependence of the state u on the parameter jt. The
computation of this branch is a continuation problem.

2.3 Pseudo-arc-length continuation
The system (2.2) can be solved by choosing p as a parametrization variable of the branch, and
adding a parametrization equation: q(u, p) = 0. Now we obtain a system of d + 1 equations in
the d + 1 unknowns: (u(p), p). However this approach provides difficulties at turning points of
the branch, where we have = 00. In order to avoid these difficulties an arc-length parameter
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s of the branch is used as the parametrization variable. This leads to computing the solutions
(u(s),p(s)) of

f(u(s),p(s)) = 0.

The corresponding parametrization equation is now of the form q(u, ji, s) = 0. The continua-
tion is started from an initial solution (U(SO), p(So)) = (ii, j2). The next solution on the branch
(u(si),p(si)) = (u,p) is then computed , where s = SO + s and Ls is the step—length.

The parametrization equation q(u, ii, s) = 0 is formed using a normalization of the tangent

+ ()2
=1. (2.3)

The derivatives and in this equation are replaced by the following backward approximations

= UU
+ O(Ls), and = + O(zs).

Multiplying the parametrization equation (2.3) by (zs)2 now gives

lu — + (p — = (Ls)2. (2.4)

This is a nonlinear parametrization function that is used in the continuation code. It is also
possible to use a linear variant of the equation. We can set it = and substitute Il — ll =

it". (u — u) in equation (2.4). The same can be done for the terms containing p and /. By

approximating the values of it and j by previous (already known) values, ü and /, we obtain the
following linear parametrization equation

However in the continuation code the nonlinear variant (2.4) of the equation is used. The pseudo
arc-length method is now obtained by introducing a tuning factor ( to this equation. The tuning
factor is used to place different emphasis on u and p, here (is chosen as l/d. The pseudo-arc-length
parametrization function is given by

q(u,p,s) = (.llu—uIl + (p—p)2 — (/.s)2.

So the d + 1 dimensional system of nonlinear equations to be solved for each steady state compu-
tation is

g(x) := F

f(u,p)
1 = o, x

= U
1. (2.5)

[ q(u,p,s) j p j

2.4 Euler-Newton continuation
The Euler-Newton predictor-corrector method is used to solve the nonlinear system of equations
(2.5). When a previous solution (u, p) is known, a new solution is first predicted using the the
forward Euler method

(uo,po) = (u,p) + s• (t,/L).

This value x0 = (UO, P0) is then corrected using the Newton method for n = 0, 1,

= —g(xn),

x+i = x + 1x,
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until the convergence criterium has been reached: IILxII <e. The (d + 1) x (d + 1) Jacobian
matrix g'(x) is given by

f(u,p)
g (x) = ((u,p,s))T (u,p,s)

where is the matrix of derivatives of f to u, and f, the vector of derivatives to the parameter
p. By inserting the derivatives of q the Newton equation becomes

I f 1
[zu] —f (26)

I 2(.(u—u)T ] [ p j — —q

The solutions of this linear system can be obtained in two steps in which only linear systems with
are solved. This separation is applied for a historical reason, band solvers were easy to apply

to a system with matrix 4. Expanding (2.6) gives

4•iXu + =—f, (2.7)

2(. (u — u)T
. Lu + 2 (p — . zp = —q. (2.8)

Let 4 . z1 = —f and . z2 = f,, to obtain from (2.7)

or I.u—z1

Inserting this last equation in (2.8) gives

— —q _2(.(u_u)T.z1
p 2.(p_p)_2(.(u_)T.z2

So each Newton equation (2.6) is solved by first computing z1 and z2 from the linear systems

= —1 (2.9)

z2 = f. (2.10)

Then the solution (au, Lp) is found by

—q _2(.(u_u)T.z1
Lp = - - T and Lu zi — Lp z2.

2.(p—p)—2(.(u—u) z2

For each Newton correction two systems are solved using the MRILU solver, a preconditioner com-
bined with an iterative solver. As both systems are solved with the matrix , the preconditioner
is called once, and the solver twice in each Newton correction. To start off the Euler-Newton
continuation process a starting point (u, j) and its derivative (, /1) must be available. If they are
not available analytically, then they can be approximated.

2.5 Computing a starting point
A starting point is found by improving an approximate solution by varying p. The bifurcation
parameter p can be used as a parametrization variable in order to compute the derivative (ii, t) =(, ) of the starting point (ii, /). Steady states (u(p), p) satisfy the equation obtained by
differentiating f(u, p) = 0 with respect to p

=0.
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This equation can be rewritten as

=f
which is the linear system (2.10), solved during the Euler-Newton continuation process. This

system is solved to obtain Now t can be computed using the pseudo-arc-length equation

ds=dJ1+((!±)2 or

Then ii is computed by

du_du dj&
dsdp ds'

and the Euler-Newton continuation process can be started.
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Chapter 3

The MRILU solver

In this section a short description of the MRILU solver is given, for more details see 121.

3.1 Basic MRILU steps
Multilevel Renumbering ILU is a multi-level drop-by-size preconditioner for unstructured grids.
The preconditioner is combined with a conjugate gradient type iterative solver. The method shows
nearly grid-independent convergence for scalar equations: the number of flops needed to gain a
fixed amount of digits doesn't increase (much) with the grid size. For solving a system, Ax = b,

matrix A is factorized by A = LU + R, and the conjugate gradient type solver is applied to the

preconditioned system

Hx =

where H = UL'A. In each step of the solver this leads to computing (LU)b. This is done
by computing y from LU . y = b, by a forward and backward solve using the L and U factors. If
R is small the matrix UL'A = (LU)1A I, and H will be well conditioned.

The incomplete factorization of a matrix A is constructed by the steps in Algorithm 1. In the first
step of the factorization the matrix A11 is constructed by extracting a (nearly) indepent set of
unknowns. To find the maximum set is an NP-complete problem, so a greedy algorithm is used to
extract a near-maximum independent set. These unknowns are numbered first and correspond with
matrix A11. The small elements from A12 and A21 are dropped based on a drop tolerance e. Then
the unknowns corresponding with matrix A11 are eliminated by computing the Schur-complement
of A11. This Schur-complement will now also be a sparse matrix, so the process can be repeated.
After M elimination steps an accurate point-wise, drop-by-size, ILU factorization of A(M) is made.

In the case of the ocean model: a 6 dimensional system of partial differential equations, the
coefficient matrix has diagonal blocks. The MRILU code has been generalized to handle systems
of PDE's. The matrix A11 is now a block-diagonal matrix, where the block size corresponds to
the number of unknowns per grid point, 6.

In each step of the solution process a system must be solved using the factorization of A. The
L and U matrices consist of blocks that were added in each level of the preconditioner. The
blocks of L and U are stored as sparse matrices. So solving a system with these matrices amounts
to multiplications of sparse matrices and full vectors, that are performed on each level of the
preconditioner.
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Algorithm 1 Basic steps of incomplete LU factorization of A in MRILU

0: Set A° = A
for i:=1 to M do

1. Reorder and partition to obtain form (3.1) such that the matrix A11 is sufficiently
diagonal dominant

A11 A12 • 31
A21 A22]' (.)

2. Approximate A11 by a diagonal matrix A11
3. Drop small elements in A12 and A21
4. Make an incomplete LU factorization (3.2) where = A22 — A21Aj11A12 (Schur com-
plement of A11)

I o11A A12
A21A' I ] [ 0 A(2)

(3.2)

end for
Make an exact (or accurate incomplete) factorization of A(M)

3.2 Setting solver accuracy
The accuracy of the solver is controlled by two parameters, the absolute tolerance AbsTol, and
the reduction tolerance RedTol. They are both criteria for the 2-norm preconditioned residual of
the system, given by

= U'L'(b — Ax(')M = U_1L_1A(x — x(')M. (3.3)

The solver stops as soon as one of the following happens

• IIrII2 < AbsTol,

• IIr"II2 < RedTol.flr 112

So 3.3 shows the error in the computed solution of the system depends on the condition of the
matrix UL'A.
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Chapter 4

Results of original continuation
code

The code is tested by computing two continuation steps for a global model. This global model
consists of 72 grid lines in zonal direction, 28 in meridional direction and 8 in vertical direction. As
we have 6 unknowns per grid point, this leads to a system of about 100,000 unknowns, d io.
The required Newton accuracy is set at e = iO. The step length is s = 10—'. The flow is
forced by annual mean wind stress, heat and fresh water fluxes. The bifurcation parameter, p,
is the amplitude of the surface temperature. This test run computes a simple branch of steady
states. The solver accuracy's were set constantly as AbsTol = 10—6 and RedTol = i0.
A list of all the operations performed in each Newton correction is given in Table 4.1

1. Construction of righthand-side —F
2. Numerical computation of derivative F,,1
3. Arc length parametrization: computation of q(u, z, s)
4. Construction of Jacobian matrix, 4
5. Incomplete LUfactorization of 1
6. Solution of system 4z, = —F
7. Solution of system z2 = F,,
8. Computation of q, and qp
9. Computation of Lu and Lp
10. Updates: u := u + u and p := p + Lp
11. Approximation of Newton error: flzu, zpfl,0

Table 4.1: List of operations performed in each Newton correction

In the timings that follow, the updates (IV) represent the operations 1, 2,3,4, 8,9, 10, 11. op-
eration 5 is represented by preconditioner (III), operation 6 is represented by solver 1 (I) and
operation 7 is represented by solver 2 (II). In this test case three Newton corrections are required
per continuation step. The results of the original code for computing two steady states are given in
Table 4.2. The most time is spent constructing the preconditioner. The number of solver iterations
is very large, caused by the solution of the second system. Whereas the number of solver iterations
for the first system reduces during the Newton process, the number of solver iterations for the
second system remains constant. This can be seen in Figure 4.1. The imbalance is corrected in
the next chapter.
The effects of any improvements of the efficiency will depend on the particular code used, as the
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times T1, T11, T111, Tn, depend on various factors like

• the MIULU settings (drop tolerance, number of levels,...),

• the state of the Jacobian ,

• the spatial resolution of the problem.

These factors all determine the ratios T111/T1 and Tjjj/Tjj which will control the gain in perfor-
mance for any improvements.

ITERATIONS SOLVER 1 SOLVER 2 PRECOND. UPDATES

ORIGINAL 153 301 6 6

TIME(s.) SOLVER 1 SOLVER 2 PRECOND. UPDATES SOLVER 1+2 TOTAL

ORIGINAL 28 54 262 55 82 399]

Table 4.2: Statistics of original code for the computation of 2 steady states

Figure 4.1: Time in correction versus correction number for original code
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Chapter 5

Numerical efficiency in Newton
process

In this section some improvements of the continuation code are discussed. The aim is to reduce
the time spent in the solver.

5.1 Improvements of initial solver values
The solutions z1 and z2 of the systems (2.9 — 2.10) are calculated using zero as an initial value for
the solver. Zi is a correction term, so zero is a good initial value. However z2 is not a correction
term. As and f, converge during the Newton process the solution time of z2 can be reduced
by using the solution 2 from the previous Newton iteration as an initial value. Row and column
scaling is performed on the matrix before the solver starts, so the system Ax = b is actually solved
by

(D1 .A.D2)yDi .b.

D1 and D2 are diagonal matrices, corresponding to row and column scaling respectively. The
solution is

x = D2 . y.

So the initial value 22 is first premultiplied by Di'. The starting residuals of both systems

:=
(0) (0) —r2 := f_Ii.z2 f14—d.z2,

now converge quadratically to zero during the Newton process. This gives some improvement of
the number of solver iterations. However the effect of the new initial value for z2 is only noticed
towards the end of the Newton process. This is due to the stepsize, a large stepsize can decreases
the accuracy of 22. In the first continuation step the value can be used as an initial value for
z2. This value was computed to obtain the derivative of the starting point, by solving the same
system as for Z2. The results of the code with this initial value for computing two steady states
are given in Table 5.1.
Some time is won by performing less solver iterations in the second system, but there is still an
imbalance between the solution times of both systems. The new initial value does reduce the
number of solver iterations in consecutive Newton steps, as can be seen in Figure 5.1.
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ITERATIONS SOLVER 1 SOLVER 2 PRECOND. UPDATES

NEW 153 249 6 6

ORIGINAL 153 301 6 6

REDUCTION 1 1.2 1 1

TIME(s.) SOLVER 1 SOLVER 2 PRECOND. UPDATES SOLVER 1+2 TOTAL]

NEW
ORIGINAL
SPEED UP

28 45 262 55
28 54 262 55

1 1.2 1 1

73 390
82 399
1.1 1.0

Table 5.1: Statistics of code including new initial value for the computation of 2 steady states

CONTINUATION STEP 1 CONTINUATION STEP 2

10

8

4

2

C
1 2 3 1

NEWTON CORRECTION

Figure 5.1: Time in correction versus correction number including new initial value

5.2 Tuning solver accuracy
The number of solver iterations can be further reduced by adjusting the accuracy of the solver,
to the accuracy needed by the Newton process. The goal is for the variables u and zp to reach
magnitude e at the end of the Newton process, so Iku,pj < e. These variables are solved
from the values of z1 and z2, that are computed by the solver. Instead of solving z1 and Z2 with a
fixed accuracy, we want to solve Lu and Lp with a fixed accuracy by setting the solver accuracy's
for the systems with z1 and Z2.

Let x = (u, /1), then before each step of the Newton process we have an estimate x of Xex,
the exact solution of the nonlinear system g(x) = 0. The error in the estimate, ö,, can be
written as = Xex — x. After the Newton step we have a new estimate x,i, with an error

— The new estimate x,2 is computed by an update = x + x, where
Lx is computed with the solver variables z1 and Z2. The variable Lix is the approximate solution
of the linear Newton system and satisfies: g'(x)Lx = —g(xn) + ij, with ij a small error. Let LXex
be the exact solution of the linear system, then we say /.x is of accuracy ö if — ZXII < &

So if we have LtX of accuracy 6n+1 then the error in the computation of x7 x, + /x will be
less than n+i. So we want to estimate 5n+1, and set the solver accuracy's for z1 and z2 so that
z.x is of accuracy öfl+i.

The values of ö, are estimated in the continuation code by ö, = IIx — x_1fl00, which can
be used to estimate n+1. The Newton method has quadratic convergence, which means there is
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a K > 0 such that the iterates (xc) satisfy

urn IIXn+i — XexlI = K.
t2-900 IIXn2ezIl2

Therefore K and n+1 can be estimated by

K = and n+1 K

The quadratic convergence could be lost if these estimates are not accurate enough. If this loss
of quadratic convergence causes an increase in runtime, we can also choose a more conservative
approach by computing /x with accuracy e in each Newton step. We start by examining this last
approach.

5.2.1 Computing Lu and L\p with accuracy e in each Newton step
Lu is computed by

= Zl — Lp Z2.

For Lu to be of accuracy e, zi must be computed with accuracy e. After each Newton step L.p
is of magnitude Sfl1, so z2 must be solved with accuracy e/ô. Ai is computed by

— 2C (u — .

The magnitudes of the elements in this update are

(p —/:0 '— O(s)
(u — u)Tz -' O(d. Ls . IziI)

and (u — u) O(s),
so ((u — u)Tz ,. O(Ls. IzI).

For simplicity, consider z1 and z2 as scalars. The update of z.p then has the form

II +A.Ls.IziIh(z1,z2)=C
+B.s.Iz2I'

where A, B, C are constants of magnitude 1. h is of accuracy e when 16h1 <e.

The first condition leads to

Oh—Zi <E
oz1

5z1 <IC+B.1z211
A

A, B, C are of magnitude 1, so z1 must be computed with accuracy E. The second condition leads
to

I (zs)2.(C+B.Iz2l)2
1Z2 <6 Ls.B.IqI+A.B.(s)2.pz1j
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So if we assume Z2 has magnitude 1, z2 must be computed with accuracy

accuracy(z2)
= II + Izil . Ls

q and z1 converge to zero during the Newton process. z1 has magnitude The equation (2.6)
shows q is calculated before the Newton step by

_q=2(.(u_u)T.1&u+2.(ji_p).Lt/1.

Therefore q has magnitude ö zts. So z2 must be computed with an accuracy of the order

I e•zs
accuracy(z2)

= + izi I
. • is + n+l is

The accuracy for computing z2 can therefore be reduced after each Newton correction, without
losing the e order accuracy's for the computation of zu and zp. In the following tests the
tolerance values in Table 5.2 were used, where 6 was set as 1. The results obtained using the new

1ST SYSTEM
AbsTol

10—6

RedTol
1O

2ND SYSTEM 10—5/ö 10—6/ô

Table 5.2: Values of AbsTol and RedTol used in tests with new tolerances

accuracy's for the second system are given in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Statistics of code including new tolerances for the computation of 2 steady states

Figure 5.2: Time in correction versus correction number including new tolerances
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ITERATIONS SOLVER 1 SOLVER 2 PRECOND. UPDATES
NEW
ORIGINAL
REDUCTION

153 118 6 6
153 301 6 6

1 2.6 1 1

TIME(s.) SOLVER 1 SOLVER 2 PRECOND. UPDATES SOLVER 1+2 TOTAL

NEW
ORIGINAL
SPEED UP

28 20 261 55
28 54 262 55

1 2.7 1 1

48 364
82 399
1.7 1.1
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The estimates of O that are used in the solver accuracy for the second system, are accurate
enough, so the quadratic convergence isn't lost. The number of solver iterations in the second
system been reduced by a factor of 2.6. The imbalance between the solution times has now almost
disappeared, as can be seen in Figure 5.2.

5.2.2 Computing Lu and L.p. with accuracy 8n+1 in each Newton step
The same analysis can be made as in the previous case with e replaced by 5n+1• In this case
for Lu and L to be computed with accuracy 5n+1 in each step, z1 must be computed with an
accuracy of the order 0fli and z2 must be computed with an accuracy of the order 0fl1 /O. So
the accuracy's can be approximated by K O for z1 and K ö for z2. These accuracy's are only
approximations of the order of the accuracy, so tests must show if the estimates are reliable. The
tolerances in Table 5.4 have been manually chosen by trying to minimize the runtime (while still
obtaining quadratic convergence). The test results using these values are given in Table 5.5. These

AbsTol RedTol
STEP 1.1: 1ST SYSTEM
STEP 1.1: 2ND SYSTEM

i0
10_2

i0io
STEP 1.2: 1ST SYSTEM
STEP 1.2: 2ND SYSTEM

10—6

10—2
10
iO

STEP 1.3: 1ST SYSTEM
STEP 1.3: 2ND SYSTEM

10—6

i0 iOi0
STEP 2.1: 1ST SYSTEM
STEP 2.1: 2ND SYSTEM

iO
10—2

iO
iO

STEP 2.2: 1ST SYSTEM
STEP 2.2: 2ND SYSTEM

10—6

10—2
iO
iO

STEP 2.3: 1ST SYSTEM
STEP 2.3: 2ND SYSTEM

10—6

iO
iO
iO

Table 5.4: Values of AbsTol and RedTol
continuation step i and correction step j

used in tests with new tolerances, STEP i.j denotes

Table 5.5: Statistics of code including new tolerances for the computation of 2 steady states

results give the maximum possible gain for this test case. A small change in the tolerances can
lead to losing quadratic convergence, causing extra Newton steps. Due to the high percentage of
time spent in the preconditioner, an increase in the number of Newton iterations is always too
costly. Basing the tolerances on K would therefore only be useful if the estimates K were very
accurate. The values of K approximated by K := are given in Table 5.6.
The approximations of K vary quite a bit, and it seems that the accuracy estimates are very
rough. As the maximum possible gain is not that large, we stick to the first case as in section
5.2.1.
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ITERATIONS SOLVER 1 SOLVER 2 PRECOND. UPDATES
NEW
ORIGINAL
REDUCTION

125 85 6 6
153 301 6 6
1.2 3.5 1 1

TIME(s.) SOLVER 1 SOLVER2 PRECOND. UPDATES SOLVER 1+2 TOTAL
NEW
ORIGINAL
SPEED UP

23 15 262 55
28 54 262 55
1.2 3.6 1 1

38 355
82 399
2.2 1.1



STEP 1.1 1.2 1.3 2.1 2.2 2.3
K - 3.6 2.3 - 3.4 1.5

Table 5.6: Approximations of Newton convergence parameter K

5.3 Direct solution of the augmented system
The Newton system

g'(x).Lx = 9(Xn),

x+i = x + I.x,

can also be solved directly, so only one system is solved for every Newton iteration instead of two.
There are a number of reasons for solving the augmented system directly,

• to reduce the runtime,

• to avoid singularity of the Jacobian matrix.

The matrix 4) can become singular at certain bifurcation points, while the augmented Jacobian is
not singular.

By solving the augmented system directly, the system is solved for the update vector Lxx, so
zero is a good initial value. In the original code only matrix 4' is stored. The augmented system
is

4' f 1 [u1_1—f 512(.(u-ü)T 2.(p-) i. L i-I -q (.)
The extra row and an extra block, a 5 x 5 identity-matrix, are added to the existing matrix so
the matrix dimension is a multiple of the block-size (6), as is required for the preconditioner. The
elements in the extra row have magnitude s. If the step size is small the extra row must be scaled,
so its elements aren't dropped. If the elements are dropped the factorization can become singular.
The choice of this extra scaling can have big effects on the time spent in the preconditioner.
The results for this method, for a reasonable scaling choice, are given in Table 5.7. The original
tolerance values, AbsTol=106 and RedTol=107 were used.

ITERATIONS SOLVER 1+2 PRECOND. UPDATES

NEW 125 6 6

ORIGINAL 454 6 6

REDUCTION 3.6 1 1

TIME(s.) SOLVER 1+2 PRECOND. UPDATES TOTAL

NEW
ORIGINAL
SPEED UP

23 266 59
82 262 55

3.6 1.0 0.9

348
399
1.1

Table 5.7: Statistics of code for the computation of 2 steady states by solving augmented system

A lot of time has been won in the solver. However due to the large fraction of time spent in the
preconditioner the total speedup is quite small. It is usually a good property for the solver time
to be almost equal to the preconditioner time: Tj+jj T111. In this test run this is not the case.
However if we did have Tj+jj Tj, and the time spent in the updates (Tp,') is neglected, the
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approximate maximum speedup is 1.5. This is a speedup worth having.

If we don't want to worry about the scaling of the extra row/column, the preconditioner must
be generalized to handle sparse systems augmented with a full row/column. This generalization
must also consider a possible singularity of . However a generalization like this for augmented
systems has not yet been added to the MRJLU solver. So for now we stick to solving the two
systems separately. As the solution times for both systems are almost equal, these systems could
be solved efficiently in parallel on a parallel computer.

17
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Chapter 6

Overview of methods for solving
nonlinear systems of equations

In the continuation code the Newton method is used for solving the system of nonlinear equations.
This chapter gives an overview of other available iterative methods for solving these systems, so
they can be compared to the Newton method. Most methods introduced here were obtained from
[5], so more details can be found there.

6.1 Introduction
The equation to be solved is f(x) = 0, where f is a nonlinear function f : R —* R!'. From now

on we will assume x is an analytical root of 1(x), and approximations x of x will be constructed
using various schemes. We will distinguish the following types of convergence.

• (x) converges to x quadratically if K > 0 such that

lim
IIXfl+l — xfl = K.

n—+oo

• (x) converges to x superlinearly with order a> 1 if K> 0 such that

IIx+i— xli
hm = K.°° lIxnxll

• (x) converges to x superlinearly if

llxn+i— xli
lim =0.

n—+oo

• (x) converges to x linearly if K, 0 < K < 1, such that

lIxn+i— xli
hm =K.Ilx—ll

The type of convergence is said to be local convergence if the iterates converge to x given that the
initial guess x0 is sufficiently close to x. Global convergence occurs when for any initial guess x0
either the iterates converge to x or fail to converge in some specific ways.

In the next sections we will assume that 1' is Lipschitz continuous in the neighbourhood of x,
which is a necessary condition for the convergence properties. All the norms are Euclidean:
11.112 = (..)
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6.2 The Newton method
The Newton method, which we used originally, has the following scheme

= x, — [f'(x)]' f(x,).

The sequence of iterates (x) converges locally quadratically to x. In our case the proximity ofx0 to
x depends on the step size used in the continuation method. For reasonable values of the step size
we will always have quadratic convergence. In each iteration the general Newton method requires
the operations given in Algorithm 2. Although the Newton method has a good convergence it

Algorithm 2 Newton method
while (5 > maxerror) do

Evaluate righthand-side —1(x)
Compute Jacobian matrix f'(x)
Factor f'(x) = LU
Solve linear system LU = —f(x)
x := x + Lx
Error approximation: S :=

end while

requires a number of expensive operations in each iteration. The expensive operations are the
computation of f'(x), the factorization of f'(x) and the solution of the linear system. First
methods are introduced that are adaptations of the Newton method and try to reduce some of its
drawbacks, while still obtaining a reasonable convergence.

6.3 Parallel chord methods
Parallel chord methods or Whittaker methods are represented by the following scheme

= x, — A' . f(x),
for some fixed matrix A. The Picard iterations choose A = c I, c 0. A simple variation
of the Newton method is the Newton-chord method where A = f'(xo). This method has linear
convergence. The main advantage of this method is that the computation and factorization of f'(x)
is only needed once, before the first iteration. This method is thus a good option if the initial
guess x0 is quite accurate and only a small number of iterations are necessary. The Newton-chord
method is implemented as in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Newton-chord method
0: Compute Jacobian matrix f'(x)
0: Factor f'(x) = LU

while (5 > maxerror) do
Evaluate righthand-side —1(x)
Solve linear system LU Lx = —1(x)
x := X + Lx
Error approximation: S :=

end while
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6.4 The Shamanskii method
The Shamanskii method or modified Newton method consists of an alternation of a Newton step
with a sequence of Newton-chord steps. In this method we will call the Newton steps: outer itera-
tions, and the Newton-chord steps: inner iterations. The number of inner iterations is determined
by the value of m, as m — 1 is the number of inner iterations per outer iteration. The Shamanskii
method is represented by the following scheme.

Yi = x — f'(x)' . f(x,),
Yj+1 = — f'(x)1 f(y) for 1 <j <m — 1,

X74 = Ym.

If m = 1 this is the scheme of the Newton method, and if m = oo this is the scheme for the
Newton-chord method where (y3) are then the iterates. It can be shown that under the standard
assumptions the sequence of iterates (x) converges to x superlinearly with order m + 1. This
method can be implemented as in Algorithm 4. The number of required outer iterations for this

Algorithm 4 Shamanskii method
while (5 > maxerror) do

Compute Jacobian matrix f'(x)
Factor f'(x) = LU
j := 1
while (5 > maxerror) and (j <m) do

Evaluate righthand-side —1(x)
Solve linear system LU . = —f(x)
x := x + /.x
Error approximation: S := IIxII
j := j + 1

end while
end while

method is far less than the number of iterations required using the Newton method. This leads to
less evaluations, and factorizations of the Jacobian. The optimal choice of m leads to balancing
the cost of the factorization of the Jacobian with the cost of function and Jacobian evaluation. In
the dense matrix case the cost of the factorization of the Jacobian is 0(p3), which will dominate
the cost for large systems. So if the initial guess x0 is quite accurate, and only a small number
of steps is required it is best to set m = oo for large (dense) systems. For the sparse systems
resulting from the continuation code we have to consider other choices, see chapter 7.

6.5 Quasi-Newton methods
For better (superlinear) convergence the Quasi-Newton methods are considered. These methods
aim to reduce the cost of the computation of f'(x), that requires the calculation of p2 partial
derivatives. Approximations H of the Jacobian matrix, or approximations C of its inverse are
used.

6.5.1 General properties
The quasi-Newton methods have one of the following forms

= — • f(x),
= — Cf(x).
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It is obviously easier to use approximations C, of [f'(x)]—', since in this case no linear systems
need to be solved. To achieve superlinear convergence the matrices H or the matrices C1 must
be good approximations of f'(x). We will now write the methods as

Xn+1 = X + Sn.

Here s is calculated from either Hs = —f or s —Cf, where f = f(x). The idea is now
to recursively compute a sequence of matrices H or C. The superlinear convergence of all of the
following quasi-Newton methods is then guaranteed by the following theorem, which is called the
Dennis-More condition.

Theorem 1 Let D be an open convex set in R. Assume f' is Lipschitz continuous in D, and
that f'(x) is nonsingular, where x E D is such that f(x) = 0. Let so E D. Assume Vn: Hn is
nonsingular, x, E D, x x, and (xc) converges to x. Then (x) converges superlinearly to x if
and only if

lim =0.n-too

Sometimes methods of the form

= x, —

are considered, in which case we have the following convergence theorem.

Theorem 2 Assume all the conditions in the previous theorem are satisfied and the Dennis-More
condition holds. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that (xe) converges superlinearly to x
is that (An) converges to 1.

The Dennis-More condition can hold even if the sequence (Ha) does not converge to f(s). For
determining the linear stability of a steady state x in the continuation code, the eigenvalues of
the approximate Jacobian matrix in x are required. So using a quasi-Newton method in the
continuation code would mean f'(x) would have to be computed after the last iteration, before
the linear stability of a steady state can be determined.

6.5.2 Strategies
Let y, := f(x+i) — f(x) then the construction of the sequences (Hn) or (Ce) is given by

H+i = H + D, C1 = C,, + E,,.

The matrices D and E are rank-one or rank-two matrices chosen such that

H÷i . s,, = y,,, C,,i . y, = 5,,. (6.1)

These last conditions are called the quasi-Newton or secant conditions. In one dimension (p = 1)
this gives the secant method for solving scalar nonlinear equations.

f(x+i)—f(x)f(x+)
5n+1 — Xn

However in dimension p > 1 this condition does not determine H+i or C,,1 uniquely, as the
conditions in (6.1) are actually systems of p equations in p2 unknowns. The various quasi-Newton
methods differ in the choice of extra conditions for H+1 and C+i.
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6.5.3 Broyden methods
Broyden's good method approximates Hn+i by a rank-one modification of H such that Hn+i U =
H u for all vectors u orthogonal to s: (sn, u) = 0. This matrix is uniquely defined by

( ii T
Ti TT LYfl — Sfl)S, rr Ji+1 Sn

T —LL+ T

This method still requires the solution of the following linear system in each iteration.

HnSn=fn, Xn+lXn+Sn.

The solution of these linear systems can be avoided by an efficient computation of H;' using the
Sherman-Morrisson formula. The general form of the rank-one updates in quasi-Newton methods
is B = A + u vT. The formula says that for nonsingular matrices A and vectors u and v such
that (v, A' . u) —1 the inverse of B is given by

B = — A' . u vT .

1+(v,A'.u)
To implement this formula in Broyden's good method (obtaining Broyden's bad method) let
A = H, U = (fn+,)/(IIsnII) , v = sn/(IIsnII). The cost of this computation of the inverse of
B is 0(n2) operations.

The main drawback of all these formulae is their storage requirements. There are several imple-
mentations that aim to limit the memory usage. The limited memory implementations replaces
the oldest stored vector by a new vector, when the storage is exhausted. The restarting imple-
mentations clears its storage and starts over, which is similar to the GMRES iteration for solving
linear systems.

Example of restarting implementation of Broyden's bad method

The sequence of matrices (Ha) is computed by H+i H, + uv' for n 0. Here U =
(f+,)/(IIsII) and v = s/(IIsII). If we set

H;'
wn = 1+vH' .u,,

Then by setting H0 = I, we have H;' = flT'(I — • vfl. Eventually, after several calculations,
H;' can be written as

H;' = 11'
+ S . S

(6.2)
j=0

i
Also it can be shown that

— H;' . f+, (6 3)—
— 1 + s H1 f+,/(s sn)'

where the denominator is nonzero unless II is singular. The equations (6.2) and (6.3) can be
combined to give the implementation as in Algorithm 5. In this implementation the value of nmax
is the limit on the number of Broyden updates before the restart. In the following sections some
properties of other quasi-Newton methods will be further described.
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Algorithm 5 Restarting implementation of Broyden's bad method
0: fl := 0

0: SO := —f(x)

0: X : X + Sn
while (5 > maxerror) do

Evaluate righthand-side —f(x)
if (n <nmax) then

z:=—f(x)
for j := 0 to n — 1 do

T jjTZ .— Z T Sj S3_1 ZI 8j—1 S2—i

end for
Ill T I! T

5fl Zf 1 + n—1 Z1 ISn1 5n—1
else

n := 0

s0 := —1(x)
end if
x := x + Sn
Error approximation: ö :=
n := n + 1

end while

A globally convergent method

To improve on the locally convergent Newton and quasi-Newton methods, now globally convergent
versions are considered. Globally convergent methods are needed when the initial guess x0 is
not accurate enough. Originally the Newton method updates x by x — x + s, where s is the
Newton direction S = —[f'(x)]' . f(x). To prevent divergence a test can be performed before the
update, the update is only performed if IIf(x + s)II < If (x)II. If this test fails the step s must be
decreased. A globally convergent Newton method is obtained by introducing a parameter A > 0,
and considering the updates x + A . S. The tangent of f(x + A s) with respect to A at point 1 is

f(x+A.s)=f'(x).s=-f(x).
So the tangent vector connects f to the origin. Since the level curves of any norm are convex
and concentric around the origin, this tangent vector is a descent direction of hf II at f for any
norm. Therefore IIf(x + A . s)II < If (x)II for sufficiently small A. The globally convergent Newton
method is obtained by choosing the value of A that minimizes hhf(x + A . s)II. It can be shown
that the iterates (Xn) converge (globally) superlinearly or quadratically under the standard as-
sumptions.

A globally convergent Broyden method is now introduced. First we set

Pn = Cn f, Sn = An

where A is a parameter, and construct (Cs) by Cn+i Cn + En. The condition (6.4) now
becomes

Cn+i(fn+i — In) = An Pn or En(fn+i — In) = An Pn — Cn(fn+i — In).

This condition is satisfied if, for example, En has the form

r'r:k"n Pn — '-'nJn+1 — Jn))Vn
(Vn,fn+i fn)
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where the va's are arbitrary vectors. Broyden suggestion is to choose these vectors such that
(Hn+i — H)q = 0 for all vectors q orthogonal to p,.

The values of are chosen such that the following condition is satisfied

IIf(Xn + A pn)II <IIf(Xn)II.

This method doesn't always guarantees convergence if p is not the Newton direction, although it
prevents divergence.

6.5.4 Barnes secant method
This method consists of setting

H+i = Hn + Dn,

where the matrix Dn is chosen such that the quasi-Newton condition is satisfied

fn+1 — f = H+1(x+i — x) =: Hn+i 8n• (6.4)

Now we have y, = II s + Dn s and using the definition of 5n this gives f+i = Sn.

Obviously the condition (6.4) is satisfied if Dn has, for example, the form
T

D _Jl+1Zn
(zn,sn)

where Zn 1S an (almost) arbitrary vector. Barnes took the values of z such that

(Zn,Sk) = 0, for k = max(O,n — p+ 1),... ,n — 1.

Such vectors can be obtained by a biorthogonalization process. Thus we have

D•Sk=O, fork=max(O,n—p+1),...,n—1.

But

Hn = H_1 + Dn_i = Hn.-.2 + Dn_i + Dn_2 =
= Hi+Dn_i+...+Di.

Hence

H•s2 =H1•s+D_1 •s2+...+D+i •s+D2s2.
But D_1 •s,+...+D+i s2 =0, for i =max(0,n—p+1),... ,n—2. Also HnSn._i Yn—1,

and so we finally have

Hn s = H,. s + s2 = y2,for i = max(0,n —p+ 1),... ,n —1.

Adding these relations together we obtain

H(x — Xn_i) + H(x_1 — x_2) +... = (fn — f—i) + (In—i + fn—2) +...
Hn(Xnxi) fnfi, fori=max(0,n—p+1),... ,n—1.

By setting

P(x) = I,, + H(x — Xn),

we see that the interpolation conditions P(x1) = ft, for i = max(0,n—p+ 1),... ,n— 1 hold. This
result shows that the Barnes method is a p-dimensional analogue of the secant method based on
a linear interpolation of each component.
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6.5.5 Other quasi-Newton methods
A general form for the rank-one updates, that satisfy the quasi-Newton conditions, is given by

I tr \ T T
'SYfl — SjV rr Jn+1 V,

fl n+1 = fl + — Ii +(s,v) (s,v)
/ fi \ T TSn — t', . ,-y '-'n+i Jn+1 U(In+1 =

___________

(Yn,Un) (Yn,Un)

where the choice of u, and v depends on the specific method. It is also possible to maintain
some properties of the Jacobian by the choice of u and v,, for example if the Jacobian is sparse
or symmetric.

Instead of rank-one updates, rank-two modifications can also be used. This is done in the Davidon-
Fletcher-Powell method as follows

Hn.sn.sT.H'
H+1 = H + —

____________

(y, s) (sn, H Sfl)

Another example is the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno method

— f (sn,Hn.sn)1yn.yTH+1—H+11+
i —

_______________

I (Yn,Sn) J (yn,Sn) (Yn,Sn)

It can be easily checked that these two formulae satisfy the condition H+1 . = y. These two
methods implicitly assume that f'(x) is symmetric and positive definite. There are also rank-two
modification methods that avoid these assumptions.

The next method avoids the solution of the linear systems f'(x) . s = —f. It consists of
the following formulae

= Zn — Cn f(x),
P'I')T tIf \ /i\— — j Xni)

with x0 an arbitrary vector and C0 an arbitrary matrix. The recurrence formula for CH..1 is similar
to an iterative preconditioner, so the method can be considered a preconditioned Newton method.
The sequence (x) obtained by this method can be proved to converge quadratically to x under
some assumptions.

6.6 A Newton method for functional equations
Now a generalization of the Newton method for functional equations is given. Let J: JR JR

be a continuous functional. The problem is to find x E W such that J(x) = 0. An example of a
Newton method for functional equations is

= — J(x)
2

[Jl(x)]T.
IIJ (x)Il

To solve our goal problem x must also satisfy f(x) = 0. This system of nonlinear equations
must first be transferred into a functional equation, for example by setting J(u) = IIf(u)112. The
following scheme can then be used

= — IIf(xn)112)G(X)
2 IIG(x)II

where G(x) = [fI(x)JT . f(x). The convergence of this method can be quadratic under some
assumptions. The advantage of this method is that the inverse of the Jacobian is not needed.
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6.7 Hybrid procedures
Let (xc) be iterates that converge to an unknown limit x. Hybrid procedures consist of accelerating
the convergence of (x), by a transformation to iterates (y) that converge faster. Let (xc) and
() be two sets of iterates in R? converging to a common unknown limit x. A new set of iterates
(y,) is now constructed. We set

=
=

The objective is to choose values for A so that (y) have better convergence properties than (x)
and (h).

First we introduce a residual function r : W -* R, that has the property r(y) = 0 y = x. Let
r and i be two residual functions, and r = r (Xn), i = (x,). Then we set the residual function
pn = p(yn)

p, =rn—An•(rn ).

The parameter An is chosen such that (ps, p) is minimal, which is achieved for the following value

= — rfl)
(6.5)

(rn — — r)
By this construction we have IIpII � min(IIrnII IInIt). Also it can be easily proved that IIPnII �
min(IIrnII IIpn—iII), so the sequence (IlPnII) decreases monotonically.

6.8 Fixed point methods
In this section some fixed point methods are considered. The system f(x) = 0 is first rewritten
as x = F(x), where F(x) = f(x) + x. The problem is now to find a fixed point x of F(x). We
assume that F is a nonlinear Lipschitz continuous and monotonically decreasing operator and thus
satisfies Vy, z E H, for a real Hubert space H

(F(y) — F(z),y — z) <0, (6.6)

L > 0 such that IIF(y) — F(z)II L — zIl. (6.7)

The condition (6.6) guarantees F has a unique fixed point x. Also we have an effective stopping
condition as

IIx—yII�IIy—F(y)II, VyEH.

6.8.1 The k method

In the next sections we will study a new kind of fixed point algorithms called the i�k methods. The
name ic arises from the difference operators: kx = — Xn_k. In these methods we use the
transformations y = — A z. These transformations can be used as methods for accelerating
the convergence of an arbitrary iterative fixed point method. However in the zX method we use
these transformations as an iterative method in itself. First we use the general fixed point method
to set

= F(x), for j = 0,... , k — 1, X = Xn.
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Then we use the iterative method

5n+1 = — A Zn,

with An from (6.5). The residual function we use is given by

k' (k,n) (i) (i)rfl=Laj r (x).
i=1

The search direction z is chosen as

Zn = an1)x, with (kn) =

This method is used for general values of k. In the next sections this method is examined for
k = 1 and k = 2.

6.8.2 The method of Lemaréchal
Lemaréchal considered the following scheme

xn+1 =ax+(l—a).F(x).

This scheme has the following convergence properties

• If L < 1, then Va E (0, 1) the iterations (Sn) converge to x,

• If L � 1, then Va E ((L2 — 1)/(L2 + 1), 1) the iterations (x) converge to x.

Now a good value for a must be chosen. A good choice is the value that minimizes the residual
norm IIrn+i II, where r = F(x) — x. However as F is nonlinear this choice is usually impossible.
Therefore we will approximate r+i using the following theorem

Theorem 3

IIF(cy+(1—a).z)—(a.F(y)+(1—a).F(z))I and VaE [O,1J.D

It follows that

IIF(x+i) — . F(xn) — (1 — ) . F(F(x))II <. (1 — a) . L IIXn — F(Xn)II.

Thus when 1x — F(x)II is small, an approximation r+1 of r71 is given by

= a x + (1 — a) F(xn) — a F(x) — (1 — a) . F(F(x)).

Now a is chosen such that Ir+i is minimal. This leads to the following value

— (F(F(x)) — F(x), F(F(x)) — 2 F(x) + x)
— (F(F(x)) —2. F(x) + x, F(F(x)) —2 F(x) + Sn)'

which satisfies a E (0, 1). The convergence of this method is given in the following theorem

Theorem 4

IIxn+i — . IIxn — x2, where M, = a + (1 — an)2 . L2.
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• If L < 1, then M < 1. Moreover Mn <L if a <2 L2/(L2 + 1).

• If L < 1, then M < 1 if an > (L2 — 1)/(L2 + 1). 0

So this method leads to monotone convergence if M < 1.

When taking r(y) = = F(y) — y, this method is the L.V' method for k = 1.

The Lemaréchal method leads to the following accelerating procedure for constructing the iterates
(y,) from the iterations x1 = F(x)

(ix, &Xn)=
— (z2Xn,L2Xn)' (6.8)

For p = 1 this is Aitken's 2 acceleration process, the process (6.8) is thus a generalization of
Aitken's z2 process for scalar equations.

6.8.3 The method of Marder-Weitzner
A negative point of the Lemaréchal method is that it is a two-step method. It has been shown
that two-step methods are unsuitable for computing unstable branches in continuation codes, see
[5]. To compute these unstable branches we need a three-step method. Therefore we consider the
1k method for k = 2.

When z = 2x and using the same residuals r and we obtain the Marder-Weitzner method.
The method is given by

íA (0) A3 (O)i..iXn X i A2 (0)xn+1=xn— I
(A3 I A3 " I, n , n

This method leads to the following accelerating procedure for constructing the iterates (y) from
the iterations F(x)

— (zx, L3x) 2Yn—Xn ( x)
which can be considered as another variant of Aitken's method.

6.9 Discussion

The question is now when to use which method, instead of the Newton method. For determining
this we have a number of criteria: (i) the quality of the initial guess and the required accuracy,
(ii) the relative time spent in constructing the Jacobian, (iii) the relative time spent in the solver,
and more. Ad (i) If the initial guess is bad, divergence could occur in the Newton method. In
this case a globally convergent method is needed. If the initial guess is good, and only a small
number of steps are needed, then the parallel chord methods are very useful. Although they only
have linear convergence, they are very cheap. Ad (ii) If the construction of the Jacobian is a
major factor, then quasi-Newton methods are useful, and still give superlinear convergence. Also
fixed points could be considered. Ad (iii) If a large percentage of the time is spent in the solver,
then a parallel chord method, or the Newton method for functional equations is useful. The L
fixed-point methods could also be considered for unstable branches in the continuation code.
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As we want a method that is easy to implement we stick to the Newton-like methods. In the
continuation code the Newton method is part of an Euler-Newton continuation process. By using
a reasonable step size the Euler prediction is quite accurate, so only a small gain in accuracy is
needed. For the current code the number of Newton corrections is typically 3 or 4.

In our case the construction of the Jacobian is not critical, so a quasi-Newton method is not
an obvious choice. Even if such a method were used problems would arise, as the quasi-Newton
methods can converge to the solution superlinearly while the approximations for the Jacobian
don't converge to the Jacobian. This means determining the linear stability of a steady state
cannot be done with the approximation, for which an eigenvalue problem must be solved using
the Jacobian.

The most critical part in our case is the solution of the linear equations. For the solution of
these equations it is efficient to use a solver like MRILU that is specially developed for unstruc-
tured grids. A simple way of reducing the cost of the solution of the linear equations is not to
update the factorization in each Newton step. This leads to the following possibilities

• Fix factorization for several steps while updating Jacobian,

• Fix Jacobian (and factorization) for several steps, the Shamanskii method.

The first method is not possible at the moment due to technical restrictions in MR.ILU. Therefore
we'll consider the second method. There is also another reason for choosing the Shamanskii method
for the current implementation of the Newton method in the continuation step. When performing
an inner (Newton-chord) iteration the Jacobian, given by

I
2(.(u_u)T 2.(p—/i)

is kept constant. This means the second system, Z2 = f,, does not need to be solved in a
Newton-chord iteration. The Shamanskii method in the continuation code is examined further in
the next chapter.
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Chapter 7

Adaptive Shamanskii methods in
the continuation code

This chapter examines the replacement of the Newton method by the Shamanskii method (see
section 6.4) in the continuation code. First results are given for a special case of the Shamanskii
method, the Newton-chord method (see section 6.3).

7.1 Results for Newton-chord method
Table 7.1 shows the results for the Newton-chord method, the Shamanskii method with m = 00.

The results show very good speedup. However this test was performed on a flat branch. As most of

ITERATIONS SOLVER 1 SOLVER 2 PRECOND. UPDATES
NEW 222 99 2 9
ORIGINAL 153 301 6 6
REDUCTION 0.7 3.0 3.0 0.7
TIME(s.) SOLVER 1 SOLVER 2 PRECOND. UPDATES SOLVER 1+2 TOTAL
NEW
ORIGINAL
SPEED UP

39 17 87 39
28 54 262 55
0.7 3.3 3.0 1.4

56 182
82 399
1.5 2.2

Table 7.1: Statistics of code for the computation of 2 steady states using Newton-chord method

the time the branch will be flat, this method can be useful. We can also choose to fix the Jacobian
for both continuation steps. The Jacobian is now only updated before the first correction iteration
of the first continuation step, so the convergence in the first continuation step is identical to the
previous test. The results are shown in Table 7.2.
The number of correction iterations in the second continuation step is 12. Although time is won
by spending less time in the preconditioner, the increased costs of the solution of the first system
and the updates even out the gain.

Recall the convergence parameters K and are determined by

IIxn+1—x,,
lim 2 = K for the Newton method, (7.1)

n—*oo

lim — = K for the Newton-chord method. (7.2)
n—+oo
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Table 7.2: Statistics of code for the computation of 2 steady states using Newton-chord 2 method

These values can be approximated during each solution process by

K (7.3)

(7.4)

The approximations for these values during the two continuation steps are given in Table 7.3 for
the original Newton method (NEWTON), the Newton-chord method with the Jacobian fixed for
one continuation step (NEWTON-CHORD i), and the Newton-chord method with the Jacobian fixed
for both continuation steps (NEWTON-CHORD 2). The values of K and especially in the case

NEWTON NEWTON-CHORD 1 NEWTON-CHORD 2
STEP JxI c ixII IIxIL0 K

1

2

3
4

1.67• 10—2

1.01. i0
2.32. 10—6

-

K = 3.6
K,,, = 2.3

-

1.67• 10—2

1.01 iO
7.09 io
9.73. 10—6

= 0.06
= 0.07
= 0.14

1.67• 10—2

1.01. i0
7.09• iO
9.73. 10_6

0.06
= 0.07
= 0.14

1

2

3
4

5

6

7
8
9

10
11

12

2.34• 10—2

l.88• i0
543• 10—6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

K = 3.4
K = 1.5

-

-
-
-

-

-
-

-

2.34• 10—2

1.88 i03
2.14. iO
2.39. iO
3.72. 10—6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

= 0.08
= 0.11
= 0.11
= 0.13
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.76• 10—2
6.47. iO
2.83• iO
9.31. iO
4.39. iO
1.93. iO
8.05• iO
3.53. iO
2.17. iO
1.62. iO
1.29. iO
9.46• 10—6

= 0.24
= 0.44
= 0.33

K,, = 0.47
= 0.44
= 0.42

K,, = 0.44
= 0.61
= 0.75
= 0.80
= 0.73

Table 7.3: Convergence estimates for Newton and Newton-chord methods

NEWTON-CHORD 1, remain fairly constant.

7.2 Optimizing number of inner iterations
The problem is now to choose an optimal value for m, the number of correction iterations that
the Jacobian is fixed, in the Shamanskii scheme:

Yi = xn — f'(x)' . f()
Yj+i = — f'(xY' 1(y,) for 1 <j <m — 1

= Ym.
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(7.5)

ITERATIONS SOLVER 1 SOLVER 2 PRECOND. UPDATES
NEW 316 37 1 16
ORIGINAL 153 301 6 6
REDUCTION 0.5 8.1 6.0 0.4
TIME(s.) SOLVER 1 SOLVER2 PRECOND. UPDATES SOLVER1+2 TOTAL
NEW
ORIGINAL
SPEED UP

56 7 41 79
28 54 262 55

0.5 7.7 6.4 0.7

63 183
82 399
1.3 2.2



To determine m the cost of the operations in Table 7.4 must be predicted. The cost of an inner

I: Solution of linear system 4) = —F
II: Solution of linear system 4) z2 =
III: Construction and IL U factorization of 4)
IV: Evaluation of F, q, I.u, LJ.L and ö IIu, LpI, updates of u and
V: Computation of F,, q and q,

Table 7.4: Sets of operations in Newton process

(Newton-chord) iteration, and the cost of an outer (Newton) iteration are given by

T, = Tj+Tj, (7.6)

T0 = Tj+Tjj+Tijj+Ti+T. (7.7)

However for large sparse systems using the MRILU solver, it is difficult to predict the costs T1,
T11 and T111. In the continuation code these costs depend on

• the MRILU settings (drop tolerance, the number of levels,...),

• state of the Jacobian (determined by the position on the bifurcation curve),

• the spatial resolution of the problem.

Therefore we need a method for choosing m adaptively before each continuation step. This leads
to a balance between the convergence quality and the costs of the iterations. The convergence
depends on the position on the branch of steady states. On a flat part of the branch the convergence
will be better than near a bifurcation point, where the Jacobian can become singular. In these
points the Newton-chord convergence will be very slow, so we must use a small value for m. To
find an optimal value of m the values of K and are approximated using 7.1 and 7.2. We
must assume that these values remain fairly constant during the continuation step. The results
in Table 7.3 show that this is almost the case for the values of K,, for the Newton method, and
the values of for the Newton-chord method. However we do not know what happens to the
convergence of the inner iterations for different values of n in (7.5). This is examined in the next
section.

7.3 Convergence properties of the Shamanskii method
Let the following scalar scheme denote the Shamanskii method

fl(y:) . (i — =

where f'(yi) is the Jacobian, updated in step 1, and j > I the inner iteration counter. Let x be an
analytical root of f, so f(x) = 0. The scheme can be rewritten as

f'(yl) . (y,+i — x — (y3 — x)) = —f(y,) or

f1(y) . (yi+i — x) — f'(yj) . (y, — x) = —f(y,). (7.8)

The Taylor-series of f round y3 in point x is given by

f(x) = f(y) + (x - y) . f'(yj) + (x -y)2 . f"(yj) +....
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This approximation is combined with f(x) 0 to give the approximation

f(y) = -(x-y).f'(y)- (x_yj)2.f11(yj)

= (y — x) f'(y) — (yj — x)2 f"(y).

This last approximation is inserted in (7.8), and the error after step n is written as e3 = — x

f'(y) e3i — f'(y,) e3 = —e3 f'(y3) + (e)/2 f"(y3)

e+1 = e — [f'(yj)]' [f'(y3) — f"(y3) (e)/2}.

This shows that the error is smaller when y3 — Yl is small, as then

[f,(Y1)1—1.f,(Yj)I.
If y3 — Yl = 0 the error e31 is O(e), which can be used to show the Newton method has quadratic
convergence. For the Shamanskii method therefore

• inside Newton-chord process: convergence is bad if y, — Yl becomes large

• inside Newton process: As y, — 11,—i -+ 0 in Newton process for n '-4 00 , also y, — y -+ 0
for I n and n, 1 '-4 00. So the convergence for each consecutive set of inner iterations will
get better.

The term f' (y,) can be approximated using the Taylor series approximation of f' around yj.,

f'(y3) = ( — Yl) f"(Yj) + f'(y) — (i3 — yi)2/2 f'"(y3) +...
Let A = f"(y,) and B f"'(y)/2. Then e31 can be written as

= e3 — [f'(yi)]' . [A . (y3 — Yx) + f'(y) e3 — B . e3 (y — y,)2 + O(e)
= —[f'(yi)]' . [A(y, — iii) + B(y3 — y)2] e3 + O(e).

The convergence therefore depends on (y, — y,) and (y, — y,)2 (and A and B). So the convergence
parameters will decrease for each outer iteration. This makes it difficult to estimate the
convergence in consecutive inner iteration processes at the start of the continuation step.

So we need to take a more dynamical approach to choosing a value for m. A number of op-
tions are considered in the next sections. Each section is started with the starting points of the
scheme.

7.4 Adaptive scheme I
Starting points:

• perform an inner iteration after each outer iteration,

• set a manual limit on the convergence quality of the inner iterations,

• determine convergence quality of each inner iteration,

• choose another inner iteration if convergence quality under limit.

Here we determine after each inner iteration if the convergence is good enough. For this we can
use a convergence condition: if � K then perform another inner iteration, else perform an
outer iteration. Here is the approximation given in (7.4), and K is set manually such that
K E (0,1). The adaptive Shamanskii method can then be implemented as in Algorithm 6. Here
maxit is the maximum number of inner iterations. This is a simple option if the convergence
estimates are quite rough. A negative point is that it always performs at least one inner iteration
for each iteration. This can cause a lot of extra iterations if the inner iterations don't converge. In
this case it would be better to use the Newton method for the whole continuation step. Another
difficulty is that a value for K must be set manually.
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Algorithm 6 Adaptive Shamanskii method I
while (5 > maxerror) do

Compute Jacobian matrix J
Factor J LU
j := 0

:= 0
while (j <maxit) and (K <K) and (5 > maxerror) do

j := j + 1

Evaluate righthand-side —f(x)
Solve linear system J• = —f(x) using LU
x := x + Ix
5 := S

Error approximation S := IILxII
= 5/5

end while
end while

7.5 Adaptive scheme II
Starting points:

• perform an outer iteration,

• determine convergence quality of each outer iteration,

• perform an inner iteration if convergence was good,

• determine convergence quality of each inner iteration,

• approximate accuracy that would be obtained with an outer iteration,

• approximate time necessary for outer and inner iterations to obtain that accuracy,

• choose the quicker iteration method.

Here we determine after each inner iteration if it is profitable to update the Jacobian. K and
are estimated using (7.3) and (7.4), and are stored only after the last iteration of a correction

process to obtain accurate approximations. 5 = lLxII is the maximum error after the i-th inner
iteration. The values T1 and T0, see (7.6) and (7.7), represent the (wall-clock-)times spent in an
inner iteration and an outer iteration respectively. These values are renewed after each respective
iteration, as the time for each consecutive iteration decreases.

After each j-th inner iteration S is the approximate error. Then the error 5r is approximated
that would be obtained if one outer iteration is applied, using the value of K. So 5 = K .

The number of inner iterations 1 can be approximated that would be needed to obtain the accuracy
5, using the value of So 5 = K&.5 I = log(5,/5) / log(K). Then the time needed
to perform 1 inner iterations is approximated by T = I. T2. So if T < T0 it is profitable to perform
another inner iteration, otherwise an outer iteration is performed (the Jacobian is updated and
factorized). An outer iteration is also performed if S � 5, where 5 is the previous approximate error.

As it is difficult to approximate the optimal number of steps to keep the Jacobian fixed, we
can have a number of levels and switch between them. As the convergence estimates are rough
estimates we stick to just two levels. As most of the time computing the bifurcation curve is spent
on a simple branch this should still give a good overall speedup.
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Level 1: Newton method for whole continuation step, m = 1

Level 2: Newton-chord method with Jacobian fixed for 1 continuation step, m = 00

We can now switch between the levels, depending on whether it is profitable to update the Ja-
cobian. Still an extra condition is necessary for a switch from level 1 to level 2. If a long time
is spent in level 1, the values and can become outdated. We choose to switch to level 2
after a fixed number, nmax, of consecutive continuation steps in level 1. In the next scheme the
value of niter represents the number of consecutive steps in level 1.

Level 1 —+ Level 2: Condition update=false or niter > nmax.

Level 2 —+ Level 1: Condition update=true.

If a smaller step-size is used the estimates K or will be more accurate and more levels can
be introduced. In that case it may even be profitable to fix the Jacobian for several continuation
steps.

7.6 Combined adaptive scheme
Starting points:

• perform an outer iteration,

• determine convergence quality of each outer iteration,

• perform an inner iteration,

• after first inner iteration:

— determine convergence quality of inner iteration,

— approximate accuracy that would be obtained with an outer iteration,
— approximate time necessary for outer and inner iterations to obtain that accuracy,

• use the approximations to set a limit on the convergence quality for inner iterations

• choose inner iterations while convergence quality under limit.

Here we choose to use a combination of the two adaptive schemes that may be more robust than
the other two. A possibility is to use the first adaptive scheme and determine the value of K using
the convergence criteria from the second adaptive scheme. So a value for K is determined for each
outer iteration. After the outer iteration we obtain the error 5i. In order to approximate K we
need a value for the initial error o, for this we use an old value from a previous step. Also the
time for this outer iteration is measured, T0. After each outer iteration we must perform an inner
iteration, and approximate and measure T1. Then a value for K is determined.

Let 6 be the approximate error after the last iteration. The error 6, is approximated that would
be obtained if an outer iteration is applied. So 6, = K . 52• The number of inner iterations that
are needed to obtain the accuracy 6 is calculated using the value of

= K 6 =. I = 1og(6/6)/log(K).

The time needed to perform 1 inner iterations is 1 . If I 2' < T0 it is profitable to perform
an inner iteration. Now a value K is chosen, for the current value of n in (7.5), 50 that if

< K it is profitable to perform an inner iteration. After each consecutive inner iteration a
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new approximation for is made. The value of K for each set of inner iterations is set by
solving I . T2 T0 for K.

= T0=
log(5/5)/log(K)T1 = T0==

log(K . 52/5), log(K) T2 T0

log(K.5)/log(K).T1 = T0=
log(K) = (log(K . 5) . T2)/T0

K = exp[(log(K.5).Tj/T0].

In this case we have not accounted for I being an integer, therefore the calculated value of K
is rounded down to one significant digit. If an inner iteration causes divergence, � 1, the
solution is not updated and the Newton method is used for the rest of the continuation step. The
implementation of this scheme is given in Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7 Combined adaptive Shamanskii method
0: Evaluate righthand-side —f(x)
0: K := 1

0: 5 = maxerror + 1
0: i := 0

while (5 > maxerror) do
i := i +1
Compute Jacobian matrix J
Factor J LU
j := 0

:= 0
while (j <maxit) and (K < K) and (5 > maxerror) do

j := j + 1

Solve linear system J . = —f(x) using LU
:= S

Error approximation S := IIxII
if (j = 1) then

measure time T0
if (i 1) then

K :=
end if

else
:= 5/8

if (j = 2) then
measure time T1
K := fioor(10 . exp [(log(K . 5) . T2)/T0J)/1O.

end if
end if
if (K < 1) then

x := x + Lx
else

Switch to Newton method
end if
Evaluate righthand-side —f(x)

end while
end while
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Using this scheme a different value for K is chosen for each outer iteration, and the Newton method
is used if convergence is bad. So this scheme is an improvement on adaptive scheme I. Also the
number of inner iterations for each outer iteration is variable, which is an improvement on the
second scheme.
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Chapter 8

Shared-memory parallelization of
MRILU

The starting point is to speed up existing MRILU code, which performs well on single CPU com-
puters. No algorithmic changes are made which could affect the accuracy of the method, as it
is advantageous to have a method in which the accuracy can be increased. Even though the
TERAS is not a fully shared-memory computer a shared-memory parallelization, using data par-
allel programming, is chosen. This is because of previous experience on the TERAS' predecessor,
a shared-memory CRAY. On the CRAY the parallelized MRILU solver was applied to a scalar
Laplace equation. An overall speedup of about 3 was achieved on 16 processors (see [3J). The
parallelization for the TERAS has been generalized for systems of PDE's. This section focuses on
the parallelization of sparse matrix multiplications. A considerable amount of time in MRILU is
spent performing these multiplications. In the construction of the preconditioner one multiplica-
tion of two sparse matrices is performed on each level of the multi-level partitioning to compute
the Schur-complement. In the solution process several multiplications of a sparse matrix and a
full vector are performed on each level of the preconditioner.

There are several limitations on the performance of MRILU: (i) The matrix multiplications are
performed consecutively with different matrices. Once a matrix has been loaded into cache it
is not re-used straight away. (ii) The matrices all vary in size. Larger matrices give more work
and thus less percentage overhead. (iii) The CSR storage for sparse matrices in MRILU causes
elements of arrays to be accessed indirectly.

First a description of the TERAS supercomputer is given, followed by several problems that could
occur on this type of computer. Then the matrix multiplication procedures are tested seperately
to determine their behaviour. In the next chapter the effect of these procedures on the MRILU
solver applied to a model problem is shown.

8.1 The TERAS
The TERAS is a 1024-cpu SGI Origin3800 computer, with an overall theoretical peak perfor-
mance of 1 Tflops (1012 floating point operations) per second. It has a hypercube structure, that
connects node boards. Each node board contains 4 CPUs and a 4GByte shared memory. so the 4
CPUs on a node board have one shared-memory. The machine is a so called cache coherent-non
uniform memory access (CC-NUMA) machine. For more details on these machines see [7J. One
of the features of a CC-NUMA machine is that local memory access is faster than memory access
of a remote node board. Shared-memory programming is made possible through a single address
space, which hides communication from the programmer. Memory is added with each cu used,
so memory bandwidth grows as CPUs are added. The operating system tries to allocate data on
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local memories, reducing the effect of non-uniform memory access. So it is expected the shared-
memory codes will scale best for up to 4 CPUs.

On the TERAS the user has exclusive ownership of the requested CPUs. This gives reproducible
results, which makes it easy to measure speedup. The bottleneck in the performance of this system
lies in the memory structure as the main memory is much slower than the CPUS. Therefore the
programs must exploit the fast cache-memories.

8.1.1 Cache memories
Cache memories are small, fast memories present on each CPU. Each cpu only works on data that
is resident in its cache. When a CPU refers to data that is not present in its cache, there is a delay
while a copy of the data is fetched from memory into cache. There can be as many independent
copies of one memory location as the number of CPUS used by a program.

Each location in the cache holds a contiguous block, or cache line, of data. So when a word
is copied into a cache, several nearby words are copied with it. Each cache line of data in memory
is mapped to a position in cache by the following formula:

cache address = (memory address) modulo (cache size).

As the caches operate at (nearly) the same speed as the CPUS a data request satisfied by cache is
very fast. A cache hit occurs when a CPU requests data that is present in cache. A cache miss
occurs when a CPU requests data that is not present in cache, and must be fetched from memory.
To exploit the cache memories it is therefore important to reduce the number of cache misses by
using all the data in a cache line, before a new one is loaded from memory. If multiple CPUS have
a copy of the same cache line, a problem occurs when one CPU modifies an element in the cache line.

Before a CPU modifies an element, the CPU must first gain exclusive ownership of the cache
line it lies in. First invalidation messages are sent to each other CPU that has a copy of the same
cache line. The cache lines are removed from the caches of these other CPUs. Then the CPU can
complete its modification. When the CPU has finished modifying the cache line, it is written back
to memory. If the other CPUs refer to the data again they must obtain a fresh copy from memory.
When multiple CPUs only read data shared in a cache line, no problems occur.

There are actually two levels of cache. The small, fast, 32KByte Li-cache is located on the
processor chip. The larger, slower L2-cache is located between the chip and the main memory,
and has a size of the order of iMByte.

So whereas in old computers a shortage of memory caused problems, in modern computers a
shortage of cache memory can cause problems.

8.1.2 Virtual memory
The main memory is divided into pages, the smallest contiguous blocks of memory that the
operating system allocates to a program. This allows the operating system to freely partition the
physical memory of the system among the running processes, while presenting a uniform virtual
address space to all jobs. Each time data is requested from main memory the virtual address must
be translated to a physical address. The address translation is performed by the operating system:
it locates the physical address in a memory table. This is a costly operation. To reduce the cost
several addresses of the most recently used page addresses are cached in the translation lookaside
buffer (TLB). When a program refers to a virtual address that is not cached in the TLB, a TLB
miss occurs. In that case it locates the physical address in the memory table and loads it into
one of the TLB registers. Sometimes, depending on the total system use and program activity,
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some virtual pages can be copied to disk and removed from memory. When a program refers to a
virtual address that is not cached in the TLB, and is not presently in memory, a page fault occurs.
In this case the program must wait while the page is read from disk.

8.1.3 Cache contention problems
In this section two cache contention problems are discussed that we must watch out for as they
can severely reduce the performance of our shared-memory codes.

Cache thrashing

Cache thrashing can occur when a program includes a ioop over consecutive elements of two (or
more) large arrays. It occurs when the corresponding elements of the arrays are both mapped
to the same cache locations. So two new cache lines, one for each array, are loaded in each ioop
iteration. This causes constant memory references in the loop and gives bad performance. The
compiler attempts to avoid this by lengthening the arrays so that the corresponding elements of
both arrays are not mapped to the same cache locations, array padding.

False sharing

False sharing can occur when a program includes a ioop for modifying private array elements. Pri-
vate array elements are disjoint sets of elements given to each CPU , so multiple CPUS can't update
the same element. A problem can occur when private array elements belonging to seperate CPUs
lie in the same cache line. If the CPUs then try to modify these private elements simultaneously, it
causes them to fight for exclusive ownership of the cache line. This gives bad performance, worse
than sequential, as cache lines will constantly be written to, and fetched from memory. This false
sharing can be avoided by giving each CPU a task containing consecutive array elements, where
the tasks are aligned to cache line boundaries. This means private elements belonging to seperate
CPUs cannot lie in the same cache line. This alignment is expensive, and difficult to implement in
the MRILU code that performs its own memory management.

8.1.4 Data placement
The default operating system behavior for data placement is First-Touch: the CPU that first
touches the data will get the corresponding page(s) in it's node memory. If data initialization is
not parallelized, all the program's memory is allocated to one node. When a parallel region is
encountered all the CPUs must obtain their data from one node, which can create a bottleneck
when using a large number of CPUs. This is avoided by parallelizing the data initialization.

8.2 OpenMP parallelization
We choose to use OpenMP compiler directives to specify the shared-memory parallelization. A
fork/join model is used: when a parallelized procedure is entered, the master thread creates a
team of CPUs and the work is divided among the CPUs, at the end of the parallelized procedure
the CPUs synchronize before the master destroys the team. The matrix algorithms are performed
by looping over all rows of the matrix, so the rows of the matrix are distributed among the CPUs

This is not done using compiler-generated distribution, we use manual tasks in order to have
better control over the distribution. The tasks are then distributed one-by-one over the CPUs
For load-balancing it is profitable to use a dynamic distribution, where each CPU grabs a new task
when it has finished its old task. This however requires a protection so multiple CPUS can't grab
the same task. This is very expensive, especially when used in a low computation algorithm as
a matrix-vector multiplication. Therefore we use a static distribution of the manual tasks, the
tasks are distributed beforehand. Each task consists of a number of consecutive matrix rows. The
tasks are created within the PCSR-format for storage of sparse matrices, which is explained below.
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By using a small number of tasks each CPU works on a large dataset. This has several positive
effects. These large datasets mean each CPU uses large portions of data loaded into cache, before
loading new data into cache. This also means a small number of task boundaries, which reduces
the chance of false sharing. Also the distribution cost is reduced. A negative effect of the small
number of tasks is the greater chance of load-imbalance between CPUS. Although we use a static
distribution with a small number of tasks we shall see later that the load-imbalance isn't very large.

The matrix multiplications are performed on various matrix sizes in MRILU. It may be prof-
itable to reduce the number of CPUs for small matrices. This can be done based on the number of
nonzeros in the matrix. Rather than dynamically altering the number of CPUS, which is expensive,
we just reduce the number of tasks to the number of CPUS required. This causes the rest of the
CPUs to remain idle.

8.3 PCSR format for storage of sparse matrices
The sparse matrices used in MRILU are stored row-wise in CSR (Compressed Sparse Row) format
or column-wise in CSC (Compressed Sparse Column) format. A matrix A stored row-wise in CSR
format consists of a 5-tuple (nrA, ncA, ci A, colA, begA). The integers nrA and ncA represent the
number of rows, and the number of columns in A respectively. The array cIA holds the non-
zero elements of A consecutively. The array colA holds the columns in which the corresponding
elements of cIA belong in A. The array begA holds the starting positions of new rows in ci A.
A matrix stored in CSC format is the equivalent, only stored column-wise. An example of CSR
storage is given in Figure 8.1. The CSR format is complemented by a par array, that defines T

nrA 5

ncA 5

________

par 1 2 4 6
begA 1 3 7 9 121151
cfA abcd e I ghijklmn
colA 13 12 3 4 131451 4 5

Figure 8.1: Example of PCSR storage for a sparse matrix A with T = 3

tasks.

par[p] = 1 + ((p — 1) nrA) div T. (8.1)

Here a div b = a/bj. Using this distribution, we have Jpar[i] — par[jJ < 1 (for 1 < i,j < T),
hence the chunks are (almost) equally sized. Each task p consists of rows: par[p] . . .par[p+ 1] — 1.
In the example the par array is given for T = 3. For a good load-balance the number of tasks T,
must be a multiple of the number of CPUs, NCPUs. If the number of CPUS is adjusted dynamically
by the operating system the number of tasks must be adjusted to be a multiple of NCPUs, T =
T — (T mod NCPUs). This sparse storage of matrices can give asevere degradation in performance
compared to using full matrices. When using full matrices the inner ioop lengths are always equal
to N in matrix multiplication algorithms. However using sparse matrices the inner ioop lengths
are equal to the number of nonzeros in the corresponding row.

8.4 Load-balance
The number of non-zeros in each row of a matrix isn't always constant, which can create an imbal-
ance of non-zeros processed by each CPU. Two extreme distributions of non-zeros are considered
in order to approximate an upper bound on the imbalance.
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Stochastic distribution

Using a stochastic distribution the number of tasks has hardly any influence on the load-balance.
As an example we assume that the number of non-zeros in each row varies between 5 and 15.
Consider a uniform distribution of non-zeros, each number of non-zeros between 5 and 15 has a
chance of p = . The expected value and the standard deviation of the number of non-zeros are
given by

p=iO, a=Vi13.2..
Let Y2 denote the number of non-zeros in row i, then each CPU processes an average of

where M = nr/p, and k passes through all row numbers. The law of large numbers states that_as
M gets larger, Y converges to p. The standard error (standard deviation for estimators) for Y,
with M samples is given by

=

The central limit theorem states that averages of large series of events behave as normally dis-
tributed variables as the sample size goes to infinity. Therefore assume is distributed normally,
then all the values for Y,, are within the interval [p — 3ae, p + 3e]. Assume_CPU one has l' equal
to p — 3ae and CPU two has 1'2 equal to p + 3ae. The CPUS process MY2 non-zeros, which is
equal to (MY1/Mp) (Y,,,/p) 100% of the total number of non-zeros processed. The imbalance
is given by

Ypi Yp2 — — Yp2 — 6c.Te oi——lOOio.
p p p p

This percentage doesn't include the imbalance if the number of rows isn't a multiple of the number
of tasks. The extra imbalance is at most 1 row per task, and T/p rows per CPU, which gives an
extra percentage of

100%.
pMp

The worst imbalances possible for several values of CPUs for a matrix with i04 rows using 16 tasks
are given in Table 8.1. These percentages are quite low, so it is possible to choose a small number

number of CPUs 1 2 4 8

max. imbalance of non-zeros 0% 3.0 % 4.0 % 5.5J

Table 8.1: Approximate imbalances for stochastic distribution of 5-15 nonzeros in matrix with i04

rows and 16 tasks

of tasks (16) in this case.

Continuously increasing distribution

Now a matrix is considered where the number of non-zeros in a row increases continuously. In this
case the number of tasks has an influence on the load-balance. It is assumed that the number of
non-zeros in a row varies between 5 and 15. The number of non-zeros in a row can be approximated
by a linear function 1(r) = c r + (5 — c), with the properties f(1) = 5 and f(nr) = 15, where

c = 10/(nr — 1).
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Figure 8.2: Approximation of number of nonzeros per row for continuously increasing distribution

The approximation can be seen in Figure 8.2. In the picture 8 tasks have been distributed among
4 CPUs. The number of non-zeros per CPU is equal to the area under the curve, belonging to each
CPU. Clearly the load-balance improves with a larger number of tasks. The number of non-zeros
processed by Pi is approximated by summing the areas

TIp pk.nr/T
NNZ(pj)>/ f(r)dr, k=(1—1).p+i.

J1+(k—1)nr/T

The total number of non-zeros processed is approximated by

Thread Pi always has the least number of non-zeros, and PP always has the most number of
non-zeros. They process NNZ(p2) /TotaINNZ . 100% of the total number of non-zeros. So the
imbalance is given by

NNZ(p) NNZ(pi) — NNZ(p) — NNZ(pi)
T0ta1NNZ/p T0taINNZ/p — Tota1NNZ/p

The maximum imbalance of rows between two CPUs is T/p. Anupper bound on the imbalance
this creates is obtained by letting p,, have T/p extra rows with b non-zeros. This gives an extra
percentage imbalance of

bT

p TotaINNZ/p . 100%.

The approximate imbalances for several values of CPUs for a matrix with iO rows using 16 tasks
and 32 tasks are given in Table 8.2. These percentage are quite high, but this last distribution is

I
max.

numb
imbalance of non-zeros

er of CPUs
(16 tasks)

1

0%
2

6 %
4

19 %
8

44 %
max. imbalance of non-zeros (32 tasks) 0% 3 % 9 % 22 %

Table 8.2: Approximate imbalances for continuously increasing distribution of 5-15 nonzeros in
matrix with i04 rows

probably quite unlikely. If the tasks are large enough the imbalance in nonzeros in each task is
likely to balance out. So as we have exclusive ownership of the CPUs we expect to have a reasonable
load-balance for a static distribution with a small number of tasks.
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8.5 Matrix-vector multiplications
In this section the multiplications c = c + A b are studied, where A is a sparse matrix. These
multiplications are performed in MRILU with matrices stored in CSR format and CSC format.
Also a multiplication is performed with a (block-)diagonal matrix.

These algorithms were tested for various matrix sizes by timing a few consecutive matrix-vector
multiplications. Each timed multiplication was preceeded by several multiplications with other
matrices, to mimic the cache-unfriendly situation in MRILU. The data initialization was paral-
lelized. The number of tasks was chosen equal to the number of CPUS. The timings on 1 cPu, T1
were obtained using the original sequential code. The speedup using p CPUS, T1/T,,, was calculated
by measuring wall-clock times.

8.5.1 Sparse matrix in CSR-format
The parallel version of this algorithm is a simple modification of the sequential algorithm: the
rows of the matrix are distributed over the CPUS using manual tasks. Each task p performs the
following segment given in Algorithm 8. The algorithm shows the elements of vector b are accessed

Algorithm 8 CSR matrix-vector multiplication for each task p
0: lwb := par(p)
0: upb : par(p÷l)-l

for irow:lwb to upb do

for nz:=begA(irow) to begA(irow+1)-1 do

c(irow) = c(irow)+cfA(nz)*b(colA(nz))
end for

end for

indirectly. This indirect adressing in b is cache unfriendly if the nonzeroes in A are positioned
irregularly. To test the behaviour of this algorithm two extreme matrices are used, see Figure
8.3. The first matrix has elements only in the first 10 columns. The second matrix has elements
distributed randomly over all the columns. MATRIX 1 is expected to give extremely good cache

Figure 8.3: Test matrices for CSR matrix-vector multiplications

behaviour as only the first ten elements of vector b are needed. MATRIX 2 is expected to give
extremely poor cache behaviour as almost all elements of vector b are needed in a random order.
Figure 8.4 shows the speedups measured for different matrix sizes, and Table 8.3 shows the various
run times on 1 CPU.
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Figure 8.4: Speedup plots for CSR matrix-vector multiplication

MATRIX 1 MATRIX 2
N ms. Mflops ms. MfiopsiF
i0
i04
io
106

i07

0.013
0.144
1.500

23.600
219.200

2994.000

154
140
133

85
91
67

0.013
0.145
1.700

28.000
1132.000

35348.200

154
140
118

71

18
6

Table 8.3: Run times and performance rates on 1 CPU for CSR matrix-vector multiplication

Performance analysis on 1 CPu

In all cases the performance is far from the theoretical maximum performance of over 900 Mfiops
on 1 cPu. For MATRIX 2 there is a dramatic degradation in performance as N is increased.
However for sparse matrix operations the performance is still acceptable for medium values of N.

N < iO: In this case the times for MATRIX 1 and MATRIX 2 are almost the same. As
the number of nonzeros in the matrices is increased by a factor of 10, the times needed for the
operations also increases with almost a factor 10. This indicates that most memory references are
satisfied by cache. The slight difference is due to most references for MATRIX 1 being from Li
cache, while a greater percentage of references for MATRIX 2 are from L2 cache. Although there
is a jump in the performance of both matrices both from N = i03 '—p i04. MATRIX i makes a
jump 140 '—+ 133, while MATRIX 2 makes a bigger jump 140 —* 118. This indicates a decrease in
data requests satisfied by Li-cache. The jump in performance from N = io io is similarly
caused by a decrease in requests satisfied by L2-cache.

N � 106: In this case the times for MATRIX i and MATRIX 2 start to differ greatly. For
MATRIX 1 the times almost increase by a factor 10 as N increases with a factor 10. However
for MATRIX 2 the times almost increase by a factor 30 as N increases with a factor 10. Here
the indirect addressing of the vector b starts to play a role. As all data doesn't fit into cache,
requested elements of b for MATRIX 2 are less likely to be in cache as N increases. So there is a
degradation in performance performance for MATRIX 2 as N is increased. The performance for
MATRIX 1 stays relatively equal as only the first 10 elements of b are needed.
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Speedup analysis

MATRIX 1: For N < iO the speedup line is higher as N increases. This is due to less percent-
age parallel overhead as the tasks get larger. For these values of N there is no evidence of the
switch to two node boards when 8 CPUsare used. For N = i0 and N = i0 the speedup line lies
extremely high. In this case the number of data requests satisfied by cache is higher for 8 CPUs
than for 1 cPu, giving excellent speedup. For N � 106 the speedup line is lower than for N = i04
and N = i05. In this case the data doesn't all fit in the cache of 1 cPu, but the data also doesn't
fit completely in the caches of 8 CPUS. Now memory requests and the communication between
node boards start to play a role, as is indicated by the bend in the speedup line after passing 4 CPUs.

MATRIX 2: For this matrix the speedup line is always higher as N increases. For small values
of N there is less reuse of cache since the operation is now distributed over the CPUs. It is now
very likely that, in order to load one element of data, multiple CPUs retrieve the same cacheline
from memory, which yields memory conflicts and therefore a degradation of the speedup. As N
increases there is less chance of multiple CPUS retrieving the same cacheline from memory simul-
taneously. So the number of conflicts decreases and hence the speedup increases.

So the we conclude that the performance of the CSR matrix-vector multiplication depends on
the matrix structure, and its effect on the cache behaviour. For general matrices this algorithm
will thus give good performance and speedup for medium values of N, such as N = i04 and
N = iO. For smaller values of N the overhead dominates too much, while for larger values the
performance greatly depends on the matrix structure.

For comparison, on the CRAY J90 the observed speedup [3] is about 6 on 8 processors for a
problem with N = i04, independent of the matrix type. On the TERAS we only see a speedup
of 5 for MATRIX 2, so the degradation is greater on the TERAS when the memory is accessed
randomly.

8.5.2 Sparse matrix in CSC format
In this algorithm the elements of the resulting vector that are modified, are accessed indirectly.
A protection is needed such that multiple CPUs can't assign values to the same element of c
simultaneously. This is done by using an ATOMIC directive. Each task p now performs the segment
given in Algorithm 9. This algorithm was tested for the matrices in Figure 8.5. The first matrix

Algorithm 9 CSC matrix-vector multiplication for each task p
0: lwb := par(p)
0: upb : par(p+1)-1
for icol:lwb to upb do

fact : b(icol)
for nz:=begA(icol) to begA(icol+1)-1 do

!$OMP ATOMIC

c(colA(nz)) := c(colA(nz)))+cfA(nz)*fact
end for

end for

has elements only in the first 10 rows. The second matrix has elements distributed randomly
over all the rows. MATRIX 1 causes for all CPUs to update the same cacheline constantly, so all

the CPUs fight for exclusive ownership of the same cacheline. This causes for bad speedup rates.
There is less chance of all CPUs updating the same cacheline for MATRIX 2, so this matrix gives
a (slightly) better speedup. In general bad speedup is expected due to cachelines being moved
constantly between cache and memory, as in this case all the CPUS modify shared data. So this

procedure is only expected to give good performance for matrices where all the CPUS are likely to
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update separate rows. This is the case with a band matrix, therefore the tests are also performed
with MATRIX 3. Table 8.5 shows the speedups measured for N = i0. The results show that

I:

Figure 8.5: Test matrices for CSC matrix-vector multiplications

N = iO MATRIX 1 MATRIX 2 MATRIX 3
sequential 21.00 46.20 19.70
parallel on 1 CPU 964.2 125.7 97.80

Table 8.4: Run times in ms. on 1 CPU for CSC matrix-vector multiplication

the ATOMIC directive causes for a severe degradation of performance even on 1 cPu. Therefore
the speedups in Table 8.5 are first compared to the sequential algorithm, and then to the parallel
algorithm performed on 1 CPU.

CPUs

seq
1

MATRIX 1
1. -

- 1.

MATRIX 2
1. -

- 1.

MATRIX 3
1. -

- 1.

2

4
8

0.040
0.019
0.001

1.8
0.9
0.0

0.14
0.17
0.21

0.4
0.5
0.6

0.4
0.8
1.6

1.8
3.8
7.9

Table 8.5: Speedups for CSC matrix-vector multiplication with N = iO

This procedure gives a small speedup for a regular matrix like MATRIX 3. So it
this operation on a cache based computer, such as the TERAS.
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8.5.3 Block-diagonal matrix
In this algorithm the tasks consist of several consecutive diagonal blocks. The rows are distributed
over the tasks in multiples of the block-size(BlkSiz). The par array is now created by Algorithm
10.

Algorithm 10 Creation of par array for block-diagonal matrix-vector multiplication
0: chunk : BlkSiz*((N/BlkSiz)/T)
0: remain : N - T*chunk
0: par(l) := 1

for i:1 to T do
par(i) :par(i-1)+chunk

if (i-i < remain/BlkSiz) then

par(i) : =par(i)+BlkSiz
end if

end for .

par(T+1):N+1 . .•

Each task p now performs the segment given in Algorithm 11. This algorithm was tested for a

Algorithm 11 Block-diagonal matrix-vector multiplication for each task p
0: lwb : par(p)
0: upb : par(p+l)-l
0: Elm = (lwb-1)*BlkSiz + 1

for Fircol:lwb to upb, BlkSiz do

for icol:=Fircol to Fircol+BlkSiz-1 do

fact : b(icol)
for irow:Fircol to Fircol+BlkSiz-1 do

c(irow) = c(irow) + fact * cf Ad(Elm)
Elm = Elm + 1

end for

end for

end for

diagonal-block matrix, with a block-size of 4, for two matrix sizes. Table 8.6 shows the speedups
and the sequential timings for two medium matrix sizes. As this operation is cache-friendly, the

CPUs time

N
1

=iO
2 4 8 time

N
1

=i05
2 4 8

speedup 1.1 1.0 1.3 2.4 4.1 15.7 1.0 1.5 3.2 6.1

Table 8.6: Speedups and sequential times in ms. for block-diagonal matrix-vector multiplication

performance and speedup is reasonable.
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8.6 Matrix-matrix multiplications
In this section the multiplications C A. B are considered, where A, B and C are sparse matrices
stored in CSR format. A dense matrix-matrix multiplication is performed by three nested loops,
given in Algorithm 12. Outer ioop iterations, over the rows of A, can be performed independently.

Algorithm 12 Dense matrix-matrix multiplication
for r:1 to nrA do
for i:1 to ncA do
for j:=1 to ncB do

C(r,j) : C(r,j) + A(r,i)*B(i,j)
end for

end for

end for

Therefore these loop iterations are distributed over the CPUS using manual tasks. However in the
sparse algorithm it is unknown where nonzeros occur in C, so beforehand the storage requirement
for C is not known. Therefore the algorithm is split into three parts.

1. The number of nonzeros in each row of C is computed. (in parallel)

2. The begC array is constructed (sequential).

3. The elements of C are computed and stored (in parallel).

The middle, sequential, part takes only a small percentage of the total time. The SINGLE directive
from OpenMP is used for this part so the team of CPUs is only created once, instead of twice. The
first and the third part have the same structure, so only the first and second parts are given. In
the first part each task p performs the segment given in Algorithm 13. The array StorCol keeps

Algorithm 13 First part of CSR matrix-matrix multiplication for each task p (similar to part 3)
0: lwb : par(p)
0: upb : par(p+l)-l

for j:1 to ncB do
StorCol(j) := false

end for

for r:lwb to upb do

nnzRow(r) : 0

for i:=begA(r) to begA(r+1)-1 do

for j:=begB(colA(i)) to begB(colA(i)+1)-1 do

Col : colB(j)
if not(StorCol(col)) then

nnzRow(r) : nnzRow(r) + 1

StorCol(Col) := true
ColNr(nnzRow(r)) : Col

end if

end for
end for

for i:1 to nnzRow(r) do
StorCol(ColNr(i)) : =false

end for

end for

track if there is a nonzero counted in a specific column for each row of C. Therefore each row
iteration is started with all elements of StorCol set to false. The array nnzRow keeps track of
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the number of nonzero's in each row of C.

The outer loop in the algorithm is over the rows assigned to the task. Next there is a loop
over all the nonzeros in the current row of A. The column number of the nonzero gives the
number of the required row of B. The inner ioop runs over all the nonzeros in that row of B.
The column numbers of these nonzeros in B give the column number of C where the result will
enter. It is checked whether this is a new fill, in which case the number of nonzeros in the row
is incremented and the corresponding element of StorCol is set to true. The array ColNr keeps
track of the elements of StorCol set to true and is used to reset those to false before the next
row iteration is started.

In the second (sequential) part the nnzRow array is used to construct the begC array. This
part is given in Algorithm 14. Once this array is constructed the third step can be performed,

Algorithm 14 Second part of CSR matrix-matrix multiplication (sequential)
0: begC(1) := 1

f or r:=2 to nrA+1 do
begC(r) = begC(r-1) + nnzRow(r-1)

end for

which consists of computing and storing the results of the multiplication. This third part is done
by an extended version of the first part.

This algorithm was tested with the same matrices as the CSR matrix-vector multiplication, see
Figure 8.3. The number of tasks was chosen 16 constantly. Figure 8.6 shows the speedups for
different matrix sizes, and Table 8.7 shows the various run times on 1 cPu.

MATRIX 1 MATRIX 2
N ms. ms.
1ö
i03
i04
io
106

0.41
3.90
41.0
344.

3516.

0.72
7.32
138.

2603.
130251.

Table 8.7: Run times on 1 cpu for CSR matrix-matrix multiplication

Performance analysis on 1 cPu

The times for MATRIX 1 increase by almost a factor 10 as N is increased by a factor 10. However
the multiplications of two matrices of type 2 are always significantly slower than multiplication
of two matrices of type 1. This behaviour aggravates when N is increased. So using MATRIX 2
significantly more data requests aren't satisfied by cache, resulting in a large number of memory
references. These memory references become increasingly time consuming if data must be fetched
from another node board. This is the case if more than 4 CPUS are used, or the data is too big to
fit on 1 node board.

Speedup analysis

The speedup in both cases is almost equal. This indicates that memory conflicts are not a sub-
stantial factor. However conflicts could still occur, but remain unseen due to the increased com-
munication cost. The position of the speedup lines can be explained using the speedup analysis
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MATRIX 1 MATRIX 2

Figure 8.6: Speedup plots for CSR matrix-matrix multiplication

for the CSR matrix-vector multiplication. The only difference is the greater speedup for MATRIX
2 in the cases N = i04 and N = iO, compared to the speedups in the CSR matrix-vector multi-
plication. These greater speedups are possibly due to the severe degradation of performance on 1
Cpu that already occurs for these values of N.

For comparison on the CRAY J90 a speedup of about 6 on 8 processors is observed [3J, for a
matrix with N = i03, whereas here we only have a speedup of 2.
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Chapter 9

Experiments with MRILU on the
TERAS

9.1 Parallelized parts
The parallelized algorithms for CSR matrix-vector, CSC-matrix-vector, block-diagonal-matrix-
vector and matrix-matrix multiplications have been added to MRILU. The CSC-matrix-vector
multiplication is added as in MRILU it is performed with a band-type matrix. Also the procedures
for finding the independent set permutation and for the reordering and dropping were parallelized.
The procedure for finding the independent set permutation contains a large sequential part. Only
30 % of this procedure is parallelizable. The parallelizable part includes an ATOMIC directive which
limits the speedup. The procedure for the reordering and dropping contains a 60 % part that is
parallelizable, which also includes an ATOMIC directive.

9.2 Poisson problem
This parallelized version of MRILU was applied to a scalar Poisson problem, so the parallelized
block-diagonal-matrix-vector procedure was not used. The Laplace problem, —Lu = f, was solved
on an unstructured grid over the unit square, with Dirichiet boundary conditions. In the solution
process the BiCGSTAB solver was applied, with the objective of gaining 6 digits of accuracy. The
maximum grid stretching factor was i03. Table 9.1 shows the speedups obtained with different
problem sizes, also the timings on one CPU are added.

N factorization process solution process total
time 1 2 4 8 time 1 2 4 8 8

160,000
320,000
640,000
1,280,000

1.98 1. 1.2 1.3 1.3
4.31 1. 1.2 1.4 1.4
8.75 1. 1.2 1.4 1.4

18.23 1. 1.3 1.5 1.5

2.51 1. 1.4 1.8 1.9
6.21 1. 1.3 1.7 1.7

14.67 1. 1.3 1.7 1.7
41.58 1. 1.4 1.7 1.8

1.6
1.5
1.6
1.7

Table 9.1: Times (s.) for 1 cPu and speedups for 2,4,8 CPUs for solving Poisson problem

9.3 Partial results
Using Amdahl's law an approximation for the maximum possible speedup can be obtained. In an
ideal situation the execution time of a parallel program on p CPUS is given by T = T + Tn/p. T8
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and T represent the sequential time spent in the sequential and parallelized parts respectively. If
the fraction T/T is equal to m, then Amdahl's law states that the maximum possible speedup is
equal to

Speedup(p)= (m/p)±(1—m)
(9.1)

So in order to approximate the maximum possible speedup for this parallelization, the values of
m for each parallelized procedure must be determined. Table 9.2 shows the percentages of time
spent in each parallelized procedure on 1 CPU, and Amdahl's speedup estimate for 8 CPUs.

N = 160,000 N =320,000 N =640,000
pcsc scsc pcsc scsc pcsc scsc

CSC-matrix-vector
CSR-matrix-vector
Schur-complement
eordering and dropping
Independent set permutation
Other

19 %
17 %
12 %
9 %
6 %

37 %

7 %
20 %
13 %
10 %
6 %

44 %

19 %
17 %
10 %
8 %
5 %

41 %

7 %
19 %
12 %

9 %
6 %

47 %

21 %
18 %
9 %
8 %
5 %

39 %

8 %
20 %
11 %
9 %
6 %

46 %

Parallelized %
Maximum poss. speedup (8 CPUs)

55%
1.9

41 %
1.6

52%
1.8

38 % f 54%
1.5 1.9

38 %
1.5

Table 9.2: Percentages of time spent in MRILU procedures on 1 CPU

These percentages include the values where the parallelized CSC-matrix-vector procedure (pcsc)
was used. This procedure slows down the total code, even if performed on 1 cPu. Therefore also
the values are added where the sequential CSC-matrix-vector procedure (scsc) was used. In order
to calculate the total parallelized percentage the approximate values of m in Table 9.3 for the
various procedures are used. The values in Table 9.2 explain the limited speedup achieved. It

Procedure m
CSC-matrix-vector 100 %
CSR-matrix-vector 100 %
Schur-complement 100 %
Reordering and dropping 60 %
Independent set permutation 30 %

Table 9.3: Approximate parallel percentages (m) of various MRILU procedures

is interesting to see if the separate procedures achieve the same speedup as in the tests in the
previous chapter.

9.3.1 Solution process
Table 9.4 shows the individual speedups for each procedure during the solution process. The first
results for the CSC-matrix-vector procedure show the speedups obtained compared to the paral-
lelized procedure on one CPU. The second results show the speedups compared to the sequential
procedure on one CPU. The results are comparable to the ones from the matrix-vector tests.

9.3.2 Factorization process
Table 9.5 shows the individual speedups for each procedure during the factorization process. The
limited speedups for the reordering and dropping, and the independent set permutations are
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N CSR-matrix-vector CSC-matrix-vector CSC-matrix-vector

time 1 2 4 8 time 1 2 4 8 time seq. 2 4 8

160,000
320,000
640,000

0.76 1. 1.8 3.5 6.1
1.74 1. 1.8 3.2 5.6
4.12 1. 1.6 3.0 5.1

0.86 1. 1.9 3.6 6.5
2.01 1. 1.8 3.3 6.1
4.84 1. 1.8 3.3 6.1

0.27 1. 0.6 1.1 2.0
0.66 1. 0.6 1.1 2.0
1.70 1. 0.6 1.1 2.1

Table 9.4: Times (s.) for 1 cPu and speedups for 2,4,8 CPUs for procedures in solution process of
Poisson problem

N Schur-complement Independent set permutation Reordering and dropping

time 1 2 4 8 time 1 2 4 8 time 1 2 4 8

160,000
320,000
640,000

0.52 1. 1.6 2.8 3.9
1.08 1. 1.7 3.0 4.1
2.18 1. 1.7 3.1 4.3

0.25 1. 1.1 1.3 1.3
0.55 1. 1.2 1.5 1.5
1.19 1. 1.3 1.5 1.4

0.40 1. 1.3 1.7 1.8
0.87 1. 1.4 1.9 1.9
1.85 1. 1.5 2.0 1.7

Table 9.5: Times (s.) for 1 cPu and speedups for 2,4,8 CPUS for procedures in factorization process
of Poisson problem

expected as they are not parallelized fully. The speedups for the Schur-complement are reasonable,
though slightly disappointing compared to the matrix-matrix tests in the previous chapter. This
could be due to an incidental bad load balance or unfortunate data placement.

9.4 MRILU without CSC-matrix-vector multiplications
As the CSC-matrix-vector multiplications give poor speedup, we have eliminated them from
MRILU for the next experiments. The CSC-matrices are transposed to CSR-matrices before the
solution process, so all CSC-matrix-vector multiplications can be replaced by CSR-matrix-vector
multiplications. This gives the results in Table 9.6 for a different Poisson problem.

N factorization process solution process total
time 1 2 4 8 time 1 2 4 8 8

638,401
2,556,801
10,233,601

27.7 1. 1.3 1.7 1.8
113. 1. 1.4 1.5 1.7
498. 1. 1.4 1.5 1.9

8.27 1. 1.2 1.8 1.7
51.5 1. 1.4 1.8 2.1
492. 1. 1.4 1.8 2.1

1.8
1.8
2.0

Table 9.6: Times (s.) for 1 cpu and speedups for 2,4,8 CPUs for solving Poisson problem

We see this version gives a better speedup.
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Chapter 10

Results of the ocean circulation
model on the TERAS
The current parallelized version of MRILU, without the CSC-matrix-vector multiplication, was
used for the continuation code on the TERAS. A typical result for the ocean model, obtained
with the TERAS, is given in Figure 10.1. This is a contour plot of a vertically averaged stream
function of the wind-driven flow over the globe.

The time needed for this calculation is given in Table 10.1. The times in Table 10.1 are split

1 CPU 4 CPUs
SOLVER 60 50
PRECONDITIONER LEVELS 40 20
PRECONDITIONER ILU 90 90

Table 10.1: Run times for calculation of ocean flow in seconds

into three parts (1) solver iterations, (ii) blockelimination part, and (iii) ILU factorization of last
block (see algorithm in section 3.1). The last part is not parallelized, which limits the total
speedup. Apparently the fill in consecutive Schur complements of the matrices arising from the
ocean model increases. This means a pointwise ILU factorization is made of a small, but relatively
full matrix. Only the block-elimination gives reasonable speedup, so the speedup could be increased
by enlarging the block-elimination part, which is foreseen in a next version of MRILU. Also the
solver speedup could be increased by solving the two systems in parallel. So we expect that the
overall speedup could be increased upto a factor of 2 or 3 on the TERAS.
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Chapter 11

Conclusions

• The numerical efficiency of the continuation code in its original form has been improved,
reducing the runtime.

• It is profitable to solve the augmented linear systems arising from the Newton method
directly. For a good implementation the MRILU preconditioner must be generalized to
handle augmented systems, where it is taken into account that the Jacobian can become
singular.

• All the speedups of the continuation code given in this report are for a test case. The
speedup depends on (i) the spatial resolution of the model, (ii) the current position on the
bifurcation curve, that determines the condition of the Jacobian matrix arising from the
Newton method, (iii) the solver settings, that determine the relation between time spent
in the preconditioner and time spent in the solver. The improvements of the numerical
efficiency only reduce the runtime spent in the solver.

• The runtime of the continuation code can be further reduced by considering another method
for solving the nonlinear system of equations. There are a large number of cheaper methods
available based on inexact Newton methods, that have good superlinear convergence.

• As the number of Newton iterations is quite small, using the current step size, a modified
Newton method has been implemented. The Shamanskii method fixes the Jacobian for
a number of correction steps. It is very simple to implement, and gives a good speedup.
An adaptive scheme is suggested in chapter 7, so the original Newton method is used if
convergence is poor, for example near bifurcation points. More work needs to be done to
MRILU so one ILU factorization can be used for consecutive Jacobian matrices, which could
lead to an even better scheme.

• The major part of the MRILU solver, matrix multiplications, has been parallelized for the
TERAS. Data parallel programming is used because of previous experience, even though the
TERAS is a distributed memory computer.

• Using sparse matrices the performance for these operations is far from the theoretical peak
performance, though still acceptable.

• The speedup of the total MRILU code applied to a Poisson problem is only modest. This
is due to large unparallelizable parts of the code, also the parallelizable parts are too fine
grained for a distributed memory computer. So it is likely that using domain decomposition
ideas combined with message passing programming would perform better for the TERAS.

• The parallelized MRILU applied to a ocean problem gives poor speedup, as currently a
large portion of time goes into an unparallelized part. The speedup can be increased by an
enlargement of the block-elimination part of the ILU factorization. Also the speedup of the
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continuation code could be increased by solving the two systems arising from the Newton
method in parallel. We think that with more work a speedup of 2 or 3 is possible for a
shared-memory parallelization of MRILU applied to ocean problems.
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